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(i) 
Air transport In India has vary much axpandad in 
recent years with the r^ s^uit that It has helpad in the 
dsveloiMMHit of national aeonomy and international air 
traval to India* Vfe can rightly claim tha distinction of 
having organised the %K>rld*8 first air mail flight as far 
back as February 1911. But for the next twenty years nothing 
of significance happened in India and scheduled civil air 
services did not start until 1932, Since then there has been a 
spectacular progress in civil aviation. 
India occupies an important geographical place as 
a result of which th^re are major air routes of the world 
located across Indian air space. Consequently# air transnorl: 
has developed considerably, resulting in increase in trade and 
world co-^ Tmerce, travel and tourist traffic and cummunlcatlon. 
This disserta*-ion mainly deals with the growth and 
^future propects of civil aviation In India. The contents 
I this dissertation have kmen brought up^to-date except 
in so for the data/information not available. 
The first chapter contains a brief history of aviation 
beginning with the crude expriment of the balloon ascent 
and finally designing a motor driv«n aeroplane to conguer 
the sky. 
Ui) 
Ifhm mmcenA ehnptcr pr«8«nt9 the grewth of aviation 
in India. Xt «l«o includes tha nationaliaation of tha 
civil aviation and its devoloiMiiant in tha post nationalisation 
ara. 
Third ehaptar focuses attention on the nature and 
objectives of air transport. 
The progress of civil aviation depends a great deal 
on the nxjunber of airports and facilities available there. 
The fourth chapter discusses the essential facilities 
needed for air travel. A detaili»d discussion of the 
statisfctcal unit and terms used In air transport is giv«m 
at the end of this chapter. 
, Indian Airlines corporation, Jts functions, organlsa-
tional set up and its performance In the rec«»nt years have 
heen discus:sed in the fifth chapter. An economic analysis 
of its operations has becmearried out here. 
The sixth chapter is wholly devoted to air-India. 
It mainly deals with the formation of tha eorporation, its 
development during the fifty years of service and a 
aritical analysis of its operations sinoe its inception. 
A considerable share of time and space is devoted to this topic« 
The seventh and the last chapter of this work presents 
the review of civil aviation and general reconmiendation^* 
(iii) 
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HISTORY OF AVIATION 
Th« first att«mpt to fly of ^ich pro6f existswas 
in 1507 by tha Italian. John Damian* ii<ho was attached to 
the court of King James IV of Scotland* He made wings from 
feathf»rs and Jumped into air from the top of the wall of 
sterling castle, fell to the ground and broke his leg, A 
Frenchman, Marquis de Bacguisville met a similar fate in 1742 
in an attpmnt to glide. 
These and various othr«r widely scattr-red and unrelated 
ex'^ eriments reached their climax in 1783 when the first 
huTian flioht was at last achieved in a balloon dpvin«d by 
Montaolfier "rothrrs, '^ey constructiod a balloon of llnenllnod 
car^r which had a circumference of 110 feet vflien it was released 
June 5, 1783 it rose to the heioht of 6000 f«»et. In 
September they tried a big bslloon. In a basket attached 
to bhis balloon a sheap, a cock and a duck were carried. 
Immediately thereafter the idea of constructing a 
balloon v^ich could carry men aboard took shape and in 
November 1783, all the world was startled by the story of 
pAlatre d« Rolser and Marquis of Arlande's flight in the 
balloon* This miEMnorable event took place in front of the kin^ 
and queen of franee and a larg«> public. The balloon rose to 
/ 
a h«lQht of about 400 fe«t and sallod ma^eatieallT •cross 
th« eity of Paris* 
About the sama period hydrogen was discovered and 
a £r«nchmsai# Ceasar Chetrlea made his first aac«it on the 
first of Dee©n«b»?r 1783 in a hydrogen balloon. 
( 
Two years later, on 7th January 1785# the first 
balloon voyage across the English channel was accomplished 
by the celebrat^^ aeronaut, Jean Pierri Blancherd and Dr, 
Jaffrles, an American physician. 
I.l BALLOON ASCKNTS IN INDIA i 
The credit for the first balloon ascpnt in India 
belongs to f'r. Joseph Ly^n who t ok off from the Lol ^agh 
gardens in Bombay at 4.40 pm, on the 24th November ir77. The 
alloon descended at Dadir after having an elevalon of 7500 
feet, Mr, Perclvel Sponcer also made an accent in 1B89, 
The aeronaut of today may look disdainfully at the balloon 
or' dt'~"' ^'^*^ "'^ y ignore it as crude experiment during the 
evolutionary stage of aviation technology. But it is undeniable 
that the balloon occupies a place of unrivalled honour in the 
galaxy of inventions and discoveries on which the progress and 
develoiMnen^ of aviation thrives. 
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XA IftSl* Henri QiMmrAs th« irell irnenm frraich desipier 
of railway loeoitiotiv«« 6mvmlopmA a ISO lb«« St«aRi ongin* of 
3 H,P, Two yaara later thi» «ngine he mounted on an hydrogen 
filled aircraft and took off from Hippo drome in Petris to 
a height of 6000 feet* Flying at a speed of six miles per 
hour* he d«tnon8trat*»d the iroinoeuverability of the apparatus 
by turning in circles in the air. 
It is considierpa as the first derigible balloon or 
what is popularly known as an airship. 
Paul Haenleln* the famous German engineer constructed 
an airship in 1872 with internal combustion engine followed 
by Tissandier brothf»rs# Gaston and Alvert who built an 
«trie.Ur poured airship. 
With all these progress« no airship had been constructed 
whlc^ could completely master the wind and return to the 
•tertiag point* The first airship which returned to its 
starting point was "La franee" in 1884• 
In 1897f David schwars built and tested the first 
airship of the rigid type. But the day of airships was almost 
over* By this tiiMi the airplane had made its appearance and 
had already denonstrated its si^eriority over the airship. 
/ 
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Z*3 "pHB AERQPliAHI t 
Sir George cayley succeeedod In discovering the 
ftindamental principles of th© aeroplane. Cayley* s contri-
bution to aeronautics is noticable* He was the first to 
malce and demonstrate a model aeroplane, the first to construct 
an apparatus for the measurement of forces on planes 
inclined to the wind and the first person to endeavor and 
construct a light engine for aeroplane* 
Wright brother# Wilbur and Orville came into the lime 
light in 1896• They developed a system in which the centre of 
gravity remained constant and the equilibrium was maintained 
by varying the air pressur'^ s on 'lifferpnt parts of the machine. 
'finis syst€wn is now generally known as aileron control. 
Although A'ilbur and his brother had taken up 
aeronautics mainly as a snort, their Chief interest soon 
turned to its more scientific aspcNsts. In 1902 they began the 
design of a motor driven aeroplane. 
CXi 17th December 1903, a red lettered day in the annals 
of aviation, the wright brothers made their first fliijlht at 
kitty Hawk and earned for themselves the glory of being the 
first to soar aloft in a power driven aeroplane.TBe wricrht's 
feat was one of the greatest technological mile stones of 
the ewntitry. 
5 
Hi* flrat Morld war saw tha military d^partmanta 
of tha ciraat powara taking ov9r thla nmi toy for military 
purr)oaaa* Sinea t)i«i tha a«>ropiana*a uaa waa airifty anlarqad 
from an obsarvation xinit to a fighter and finally to a 
bombar. Thaae gianta can achiava auperaonic speed and later 
J at anorine with gigantic thruats have been develooed* 
The era of jet propulsion has be«i made practicable 
by an Englishman* Frank Whittle, He was experimenting with 
the idea of a Jet since 1928. In 1933, he patmited a <1esign 
for a Jet pero engine. 
For practical purposes* the Jet age may be said 
to have begun on 15th Mayiil941# whwi the Gloster 1 28/39 
experimmtal monoplane fitted with whittle W IX Jet engine 
made its first fliqt>t of 17 minutes by sayer* It was the biggest 
/
t in aviati<»i since Wright brothers mada their first 
red fli^t* 
Tha conquest of air is now conq^lete. It began with 
a drawn and a myth and ends with a madiina with wings that 
can seal* tha highest mountain and cross tha widest ocean* 
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GROWTH OF CIVIL AVIATIOW IH INDIA 
Civil Aviation d«velc^«d in India in threa stagaa* 
Tha first was the poineerlng staoa which lastad upto 1930* 
The second staqa# in which occured tha second world war, saw 
the establishment of Internal and International air lines in 
India. The third stage coincidwi with the postolndependence era 
in the country, and it was characterised by apectacvilar 
progress In civil aviation. 
The business of air transnort which today olays such 
a vital role in world coTsmerce, travel and co-municatlon was 
bom In India on the 18th February 1911 # when Mr. Henri Piquest, 
flying a f-lximb^ r^ bl-plane, carried malls hy arrangement with 
e local postal authorities from the exlbl+-ion grounds 
at Allahabad to Naini junction* some six miles away. This was 
the first official air mail in the world. 
The first world war emphasiaed the geographical 
importancft of India as a link betwecm Europe and the Far 
Sast and Australia. In 1919 an international conv-^ ntion on 
Air Navigation was signed in Paris. This was the first convention 
of its kind and India was a signatory to it. As a result* 
Indian skias were opened to foreign air services and landing 
faoilitiet %r«r« made available to them. 
pf'^^'ism 
In 1918 and 1919* flights %fi*r« made from Eqfpt and i^gland 
to India* 
No aicmificant tnova in tha dlraetion of aatabliahing 
an Indian air aervic« waa made till 1927 whan in parauanea 
of the recomR«ndatlons of the Indian Air Board* the D^ artiiMHit 
of civil Aviation waa created and a programme for developing 
air routes taken up. The Boards' recoramendationa were accepted 
by C5ovemment in February 1927 and Mr, Francis Sohelmerdine 
was annointed aa India's first Director of civil aviation* 
By 1929-30, the development of world Air transnort 
had brought India into a prominence position on the air map. 
In 1931, the Govemraent of India made arrangements with 
the Imperial Air-.^ ays Ltd* for the operation of an air service 
between Delhi and Karachi. 
In 1932, the Tata Airlines, the first Indian company 
was established. It started a weekly feeder service betwewi 
Karachi, Ahmedabad, Bombay, Bellary (Hyderabad) and Madras, 
under a tan year contract with the Government* 
Xn 1933 .other Indian concern, the Indian Rational 
Airways ^td« was aatabliahad at Delhi to participate aa a 
aharirtioldar in tha Indian Trana-continental Airways Ltd* and to 
develop fe«d«r and other internal air services in Northern 
India* 
Xn 1937# the Air service of India Ltd* WBB formed 
to operate^ betwe«»n Bombay* Kolhapur and Kethiawar. The next 
lii^ X)rtant atep In the air transport In Zsdia was the intro-
duction of the Empire Air Mail scheme in 1938, 
Before the outbreak of the second world war* there 
were 3 foreign airlines operating nine seirvicea a week 
to and across India - five of these services were being 
operated by Britain* three by Holland and one by France. 
They link<«d India with the prinfeipal centres in Europe* 
Africa* south Fast Asia and Australia, 
By this time* the three Indian air transport conupaniea 
had m-ide a sxibstantlal rjrogress. They operated on 3 routes 
namely* the Karachi - Colombo* the Karachi, Lahore and Hombay-
Kathiawar, Ourinq the war* the entire resources of civil 
air transport organisation in India were pressed into war 
service. The Rnnr»ir*» Air Mail scheme was suspended, 
/' / 
tl,l POST WAR ERA I 
The snurt of activity during the war accelerated the 
development of aviation in the post-war era, Indian aviators 
acquired knowledge of advanced techniques develooed during 
the war* Aftr^ r the war* they purchasctd Oakotas from the united 
States Foreign Liquidation Comsiission* 
Civil aviation in India was v^BtoretH to eonimercial 
status on Ist January 1946. For as early as 1943# the Govt* 
of India had shown conanendable foresigtit in placing captain 
P,C, Tynws M.C. as the second Director of civil aviation* and 
asked to propare detail€»d plans for civil aviation in India* 
Sir Fredrick Tynans submitted by September 1943» a Series of 
carefully thought out papers on all aspects of post-war 
aviation. 
He recommended that all scheduled services should be 
licensed by an autonomous licensing board. Accepting his 
reco'-mendations. Govt, of India Introduced a system of licensing 
and an Air Transport Licensing Board was established in 1746, 
In 1946, the Tata Airlines Ltd. converted itself into 
a public limited comoany under the name Air India. Within tv?o 
years licenses were granted to as many as 11 companies. About 
the^ end of 1947, Air India submitted a scheme to the Oovamment 
>r the operation of an air service between India and U.K. 
Inder the scheme, a new company named Air India International 
Ltd. was formed in which the Govt, of India invested 49% of 
capital (later increased to 51 %) It operated services to tif 
West. For services to East* the Bharat Airways and the Indian 
Overseas Airlines were given licenses in 1949. 
The partition of India caused some inevitable changes 
in the pattern of air routes, thm Orient Airways transferred 
l e 
lt« HtmA qp«ft«r« and •etlviti«« to Pakistan. Tha Indian 
National Airways had to give up a number of routes which lay 
in Pakistan. 
II«2 WIGHT AIR MAIL SERVICE I 
This achpme provided one of the most controversial 
land marks in the brief history of Indian of a cross-shaped 
service* connect! no Calcu-^ ta, Bombay, ^elhi and Madras via 
a coT-mon central point at Nagpur. Pour Dakota aircraft were to 
start from each of these four cities. Sometimes before midnight 
and to meet at Naqour, where after exchanglnq mall with each 
other, they would continue to one of the three terminal points 
or return to base. As the routes were not fully equinped 
from the point of view of paasenqer services, the services 
ware restricted to mall only. The scheme continued to be 
in ooeration after the nationalisation of the schedul«!d air 
services in 1953. 
tjm3 IWTKRNATIOWAL OPERATIONS t 
In the chaotic and sombre picture of post-war history 
of Indian Air Transport the only bright spot was the creation 
and solid success of Air India International. 
Indian scheduled external air services had been limited 
to flights to bar nai^bours * Pakistan to wast, Caylcxn to 
•oii«b «ad Buma to aaat. 
11 
Air India international inaugurated its operations 
with a weekly service betwe«m Bombay and London on 1948, By 
19S2 v^en the decision to nationalise was taken* it had more 
than doubled its level of operation, 
11,4 AIR TRANSPORT INQUIRY COMMITTEE s 
Ry this tirae. Air transport had been considerably 
developed in India* but the Air Transport Industry had not 
shown signs of stability. 
Faced with this situation the Govt, of India early In 
1950, decided to instal an indenendent enquiry into the state 
of air transport industry and on 8th February 1950 they 
ar»pointf?d the Air Transr»ort Inquiry committe* headed by 
justice G,S, Rajadhyaksha of Bombay Hiqh Court, The committee 
were charged withthe task of reviewing the existing state 
of industry and advising Government on the measures required 
to develop the industry, A high technical officer of Trans** 
Australian Airlines was appointed as adviser to the committee. 
The coiranittee* suggested* among other things that 
(i) The number of operating companies should be r«w5uced to 
four, 
(ii) The number of aircraft and other staff should be reduced 
and rates and fares Increased and fixed at an economical 
Ifrvel, 
12 
(ill) The Govt, should continutt to qrlve financial assistance 
to ccwf^ anles and 
iv) non-scheduled operatir^ ns be allowed provided they 
did not enter into unhealthy competition with regular 
airlines* 
By and large, thf» recommendetlons of the committee 
were eminently sound. But the Oovemrnent totally disregarded 
the r'^ T'ort and opted for nationalisation of airlines, 
1 1 . 5 UATJ0VMi.l3M:iVVI t 
In March 21, 1953 the Parliament passed the Air 
Corpora ions Act, which received the assent of the President 
on 20th May.Na ionalisatlon was the most important event in 
the/history of civil aviation in India, 
The main provisions of the Act wer** that "there shall 
be two corr>ora*ions to be known as Indian Airlines and Air 
India International and that there shall be transferred to 
and vested in^ 
a) Indian Airlines, the undertaking of all the existing 
air companies (other than air India International) and 
b) Air India International, the undertaking of the Air 
India International Ltd. 
the oorporation were to consist of not less thmn S 
am& not more l^sn 9 members« all of them were to be appointed 
13 
by th« central Govt, In practice. Govt, have throughout 
appointed the roaxlmum number of members o£ vbtm 7 are cosraon 
members of both corporations and 5 are •fficials of Govt., 
Including two Air Force officers. One of the four non-
official reprP5»nt the leading labovir movment in the country, 
Th« corporation took over the xindertalungs of all 
the air ctwnnanle* and also those employed by them, A sum of 
Rs.6,2 crorrs was paid on account of compensation to the 
merging comp^ ni«»s» 
11,6 POHT y! \rT0WALI3ATI0H ERA,8 
On the first of '^ uoust 1553, Indian Airlin«»s comor-ntion 
took ov^ as e\ colno roncera, the assets and business of all 
air t/artsport companies operating scheduled air services in 
India and betw«en India and nearby countries, while the Air 
India IntPinnational corporation took over the Air India 
International Ltd, Kfationallsation opened a new and orlerly 
chapter in the story of Indian Air Transport, 
The problems that faced the two corooratlons differed 
materially in nature, magnitude and complexity, while ZAC's 
main task was to integrate the oroanlsations of 6 airlines, 
A-U's task was largely the opposite one of desentangling the 
previously Integrate"? organisation and to build a self 
u 
cont;ain«d a i r l i n e with i t s o\m work shop8# ground services 
and commercial o rganisa t ions . This had to be achieved without 
in te r rup t ions In Voth the in te rna l and extorn^l services of 
I AC. 
The task was f a c i l i t a t e d by the fact tha t the '"oarrls 
of two corpor- ' t i ins had a majority of common mf^mbprs, Inclu-aino 
Chairman p.nci OMs of two c o r d o n t i o n s , A car^^ully thounhtout 
progra-^me of action was j o in t l y frane' ' and complrtrd on 
schedule, and both cornoretions hove mo(\c reTnar''abl© and 
unlntorxrutcd^^nrooreos s ince . 
* * * * * * * « * * « - * 
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NATUHE AND OBJECTIVES OF AIR TRANSPORT 
III.l OBJECTIVES I 
The objectives ire pmboUcd In the ^ \ir Corporat-.iona 
Act 1953, -•'hich nat-ionalise^ the sche^ .ulef! air services in 
India and created two romorationa, 
Thr; rrlovant orovlslons ar«* reprodur^ -d b«»low • 
** "^  F'TtC-^T—q OP -jTHTT CO^!'OT^ .TinM : 
(1) 'lubject to t^ '^  rules. If any# nade b" the central 
emTent In this b*=«half, it shall bf=» th*^  ftanctl ^ n of each 
f the comorations to provide safe, effecient, adequate, 
economical and properly coordinate? air transport s<=»rvlces, 
whether lnt«»mal or International or both, and the comoratlona 
sha 1 so exercise their nowers as to secure that the air 
transport services are developed to the best advantage of 
travelling public and are provided at reasonable charges. 
••9 C0RP0RATI0M5 TO ACT ON BUSINESS PRINCIPLES : 
In carrying out any of the duties vested in it by this 
Act, each of the corporations shall act so far as may be on 
business principles, 
S«ctlon 7 (1) may be taken as the official stateitHmt 
o€ the obi«etlv«« of the nationalised air transport Industry* 
16 
Section 9 broadly descrlbeg th« mstiiod by which th««tt objectives 
arc to b« achiaved. 
th«re may ba a conflict between the objectives stated 
In section 7(1) and the method of achieving them as prescribed 
by 9ectlon9, In that case* the latter *«>uld have to be a;1 justed 
to the former and not vice versa, 'Business principles* should 
definitely be subject to ovfrrl'llno consl'lerations of a national 
or puhllc character. 
The great<»r importance of the national and public 
lntere55t is also evl<1ent from th** fact that novemr^ent while 
leavlnq the manacrement of the enterprise to the corporti<m*s 
initiative nnd qivlnc? it vd-ie directions In the exercise of 
its functions^ r-^ t^ lns u^ll Treasure o" control, 
"34 PO'^ 'ER OF CEHTR^L GOVERNNSSNT TO GIVE DIRECTIONS I 
(1) ,The central Govemaient may give to either of the corpora-
ma directions as to the exercise and performance by the 
CD y 
ticms
/corporaticin of i t s functions* and the corporation shall be 
y I 
bound to/qlve effect to any such dir«etl<ms. 
It will be observed that tihere the Government's directions 
call/for sttcdi action as the corporatiwi eoneemad would not 
undertake on normal business consideraticms* the corporation 
ean claim reindMurscment of the actual loss. The underlying 
ob|eet is to ensure that the resqponsibility of the corporation 
17 
is not blurred by the financial losses it is called upon to 
bear under Govt, directions. 
The statutory objectives in section 7(i) are stated 
in the broarlest general terms. They have to be niv^n a e«ational 
intemreta* ior» on the basis of which the principles determining 
farf»s an'l freight rates can be *'ormulat*»d. Air transport is 
not only a public utility but also an instrument of national 
policy both with regard to the country's economy and defence. 
The fulfilment of the statutory objectives must therefore, 
b« sought on the one hand, with proper ref«=*rcnce to and assess-
ment of reasonable co-imerclal consi'leratl'^ ns an'l* on the other, 
by fair evaluation of such factors as public 'leman'1, public 
convenience, nati nal econonny and national re uirements 
according to the existino circumstances. 
111. 2 NATURE OF AIR TRANSPORT j 
Air transport is essentially a younger generations' 
iferitaoe. It is also the younoest of all forms of trans'-jort. 
The progress that the air transport has made after the world 
war II has brought the peoole of the world so close together 
that distance is now measured not in miles but in hours. 
Th9 economic structure of a country can be strengthened 
by modernisation of the transport system In vihlch air transport 
plays an assential part in the internal of international 
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eoRwunication* In fact the contribution that air trantnort 
can nake to th« political and commercial advancement and to 
the security and defence of a country la out of all propontion 
to the size of the industry Itself. It has been the objective 
of all progressive countries to possess a civil fleet serving 
commerce and industry during peace time while remaining available 
for iTmediate conversion to military use in emeroency, 
Aii SPEED t 
The most strlkino characteristic of air transport 
that It destingulshes from the older forms of transnort is its 
speed. The original wright aeroolane that went into ptD-iuction 
In l'^ 04 h-id a 3r)eed of 42 m.p.h. It carried tfe>o passengers and 
had about two hrs. gasoline supplyu/ith a service ceiling 
f 8000 feet. Since then there has been a contineous ' upward 
trend in the aircraft speed particularly for cC mercial purposes. 
The Intro Miction of turbo-proo and tuirbo-jet has made a further 
advance and made it possible to achieve speeds Increases of 
500 nph. 
For every aircraft with a glvcm aerodynemlc efficiency, 
there Is an economic spepd vihich makes for greatest economy 
in the flying cost. Any speed in excess of the sconomle limit 
may reduce pay load and may speed higher costs as proportion-
ately more power and fact are regulred to produce it. 
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fhti iqp««d th«t in more significant in air traval is 
th« avarags attained from departure point to arrival at the 
unloading point at the destination. This is kno%m as block to 
speed. Since it drops sharply as the stage distance is reduced. 
Its Seat advantage is available on non-stop services on 
optimum stage lengths without resorting to increased power with 
its great«»r coat. 
H i ^ speeds are necessary when distanees concerned 
between blocks are of the order of 750 miles or more. A 
cruising speed of 250 mph with an operating attitude 
ranging from 7000 to 10000 feet or 500 miles range will 
represent a block sneed of about 225 miles and tMs is considered 
suffecient for short to medium level services. The aircraft 
is tl^ en incomparably the foe-test vehicle and has been able 
toybbtain considerable share of the total movement of 
avellers in those countries where speed is valued most. 
<*>) Flexibility I 
Air transport thou^ not inhsvcoitly veryeconomical as 
eoo^ared with the older forms of transport enjoys a high 
degree of flcocibility and independence of surface conditicms. 
Air transport requires relatively limited iniNistRient and can 
operate whereever landing facilities are available. 
Further# the ground organisation* the airport* the communica-
tion Slid navigation aids for the n>ttte organisation can 
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normally b« constructed for a total first cost of less than 
ona tenth the .amount that would be required for railways. 
The ability to penetrate regions which cannot be serv«»d 
by modem transportation is the unique characteristic of air 
transportation• 
(c) Frecfuencv i 
Aircraft is a highly flexible vehicle and can 
accommodjte itself to the demands of its patrcns both as to 
routing an'^ frequency of operation. Although the capacity 
of the individual aircraft is llmitcjd, its notr'ntlalities 
or producing paBsenaer»tniles of transportation are qrpat 
because of its speed. If a load factor of 6596 is consistently 
available* the operator normally puts in an adrlitional frequency 
If imoug^ traffic is available, the operator can depend upon 
g<K>d loads on every trip and can offer frequency of service 
that will satisfy the demends of the travelling public. The 
operator has therefore, either to increase the frequencies or 
has to purchase a longer aircraft to meet the expending 
volume of traffic* 
On the external routes, short or long, the operator's 
choice is strictly limited by bilateral agreements and he is 
conpelled to restrict himself to the schedules agreed upcm 
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in the terma of the agreemwfsts* Xiong hand routes^ offer very c / 
re»tnicted •eop« for frequency of service, 
<d) Saf-ety t 
The question of safety in air transport is of 
supreme irff>ortance# It not only affects human life but has a 
tremendous influence on the psychology of the travelling 
public upon whom the self suffecicncy of the airlines 
den©nd3. It is a normal experience that traffic has a 
tendency to fall after an accident and it takes considerable 
time for an airline to win over again the prospective travellers 
The cost of major and minor accid«?nt3 is also a substantial 
charge on the revencifes of the airlines* 
The problem of safely h s been subjected to a 
KH contineous study by I.C.A.O, which may be able to make a 
great^ r^ contribution in the technicals Sphere for promoting 
safely of ahr navigation. As the result of standard laid down 
by/l,C.A.O., the re^ juirements for safety have become 
icreasingly severe and call for highest standards in the 
^maintenance of equipment* 
"^^ Causes' ^^^ accidents to scheduled operators 
are varied* Accidents %fhich have a single cause are rare 
they are largely the result of ccmibination of several 
unfavourable conditions-Personnel errors resulting item ineda* 
quate training^ inefficiwit technique* operational 
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mi»»jtidf«numt or eMm fatiqu* may contribute to a€»cld«nt« or damafH 
with aircraft* 
similarly failure of power plant* structural failure** 
inadcK;[uacy of navigational aids* bad weather* defective 
airports and inadequately lighted runways may cause serve 
demage to the aircraft or result in passenger fatalities* 
Most of the accidents* occur during an approach to lading 
or take-off when wA critical conditions can more readily 
occur either through human or njechanical failures* 
In air transTJorNation* no. o^'' passenger fatalities 
per 100 million pa'ssenger miles trave'iled is normally 
used to measure safely standard* 
The Indian Aircraft Rules of 1937 as amended 
from t^ fme to time have laid down regulations governing all 
the safely aspects of the scheduled and non scheduled services* 
The safety regulations include iieon#lii§ of pilot* eerti* 
fieatioi^  of the^]f^*]^l^ or air %K>rthenes« reguir«nents# 
'enforcenirent of air traffic regulations* inspeeticm of 
navigation aids and investigation of accidMits* The Govt* 
of India are enqpovered to appoint a competent person to work 
«• a 'court* to hold investigation into the accident* The 
Govt* oim also appoint one or more perscms to act ae assessors 
to «M^li tiie court* The court is required to make • report 
m H M mmi^X9X Qo«%* ste^ng its findings as to the 
^ ^Hm a^^ideat edging mm reoowsiepdations with « viev t» 
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thm preservation of lif« and avoidance of similar accidents 
in the fsture* 
(•) Reoularitv • 
As a vehicle of transport, the aircarft has still 
to establish dependlbllity ccmparable with a train <lr an 
automobile. Though excellent flying condlf-.lons are available 
in India for at least.months, of the year conditions for 
flying are less favourable in hiah latltute countries of 
the temperature regions where low visibility of celllnrr at 
take points or destination, or iclnq conditions in the air 
may comnle cancellati'^ n of tho scheduled tri-^ s, t^ onaoons, 
unfavovurable air ort conditions mechanical failures tiay also 
cause irregularities in t?e operation of the scheduled 
tr^S. 
Besides inconvenience to the travellers, cancelled 
iliahts cause sariotis In-roads into the costs of the airline 
operator* Additional expenditure is, involved in case of 
cancelled flight in transporting the passengers to the 
alternative transport-services or in accoovnodating them in 
a hotel if cancellation has occured at an intermediate point. 
All expenditure incurred for such pumoses represent an 
indirect cost to the c^erator* 
^ " iOBBsSSUSmL * 
HiA standacd of comfort provided for the possengor 
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mn6 t^« etmw ha» progressively Increased with the incrr>ase 
ia the else of aircraft, the patrons of air travel value 
cmvenlence and comfort besides speed* safely and regularity 
with t3ie gro«rth of airline traffic and the intro'luctlcm of 
larger alrcrafts, airlines have been offering Increasing 
comfort fadlltles through air condlfclonlnOf streamllnlncr# 
reclining seats* sleeping an'5 dining arrangements. 
Every advance In comfort facilities and every 
decline? in rat s have increased the demand for service. But* 
any furth-r increase in comfort standard many result in 
sacrifice of the nayload as the % of the gross capacity 
which is available for payload is strictly limited for each 
aircraft. 
Air-India recently imtalled slumberette seats 
on its boeing 7478 for greater comfort of its first class 
passengers. The new seats* developed and modified by Alr-
Indias ]^gineerlng !)ept. have b«»en provided on its fleet of 
ten Boeing 747s. The seats recline to an engle of 60* and 
with/a wide foot rest provides a near horizontal poBltlcm to 
onable passengers to rest in comfort at nigiit and on lemg 
fights. Tn order to permit installation of theso special 
•oat»# the no of first class seats on Air«>India Boeing 747 
has boon redxicod from 24 to 16. 
Boyond a certain standard any incroaso in comfort 
fMditios ifill reauitin ineroosed costs and increased r«t«s. 
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Th« b«tie ©bjtctiv* in passenger tranapore i»* to provia» 
iMxiiKum comforts without Ineroating cost* morothftn In 
proprtion to th« added r«v«nue to bo obtained from tho 
incraasod business* 
Xnspite of tha continuous progress in speed and 
cranfort certain factors have been deterrents to air travel. 
Fear of death on the airliner crash is still a great 
ditteraait to many passengers. Cancelled flights, the necessity 
for advance reservation* high charges for excess baggage 
beyond a limited weight, air sicl<ne»s and. other miseomfort and 
time cost on ground travel have been important draw backs 
of the air travel. However the two corporations have 
created a new traffic by their good service, personal 
attention/ Sense of hospitality and salesmanship and they 
have besn eager to overcome the factors that may 
discoiurage air travel. 
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CHAPTER - IV 
fACILITISS FOR AIR TRAVEL 
A veil orfanlsed systom of aerodromes and air zt>utes 
is essential for the safety and facility of air travel* Th^ 
progress of civil aviation depends a great deal em the nisnber 
of airports and the facilities available there. 
The maintenance of aero drones and air routes requires 
elaborate arrangements. Apart from the proposed length of 
runwayst provision of adf^inistrative and technical buildiings# 
af^ rodromes have to ' e *=»quipped with hangers, ground lighting 
facilities, beacons, safety and reserve eauipments, r-^ llo 
co^imunications, flying control equloments, metronological 
services etc* 
iv.i TEX;E co.-y^u>:ic\TioKs S E R V I C E I 
Inolia beino a member of International Civil Aviation 
Ora^isation« the International Tel«sconwnunications Union and 
the World Meteonological organisation, has to observe the 
Lntmatlonal standaatfs laid down in respect of radio navigation, 
communicaticm and air traffic control facilities* Although 
ICAO standards are obligatory only at the international aerodromesi 
it has been decided "^o adopt such standards for the other 
aerodrcxnes USCMS by domestic airlines as well* 
In India, the aeitmautical Tele communication service 
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was reconstituted during 194<«>47 by civil Aviation departrnwrit 
when it took over a limit««d nuinber of available Tele comrnmication 
stations froMi P & T department* Since then India has much 
advanc«!d in the modem tecihnology of tele comiminication field, 
1V.2 METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES t 
Meteorological service is vital need to aviators. 
The Mef^rological Department of India has set up a country 
wide organisation for this purpose. 
The Tjeteorologlcal services commence at the stage of 
f light pianning and ends with the air craft*a arrival at 
its destination. Just before taking off# the latest available 
met»»oroloqical information, with charts and maps, is given to the 
aircraft ccnmander and he is also briefed pnrsonally by fore-
casting officers about the expected weather hazards along the rout*! 
After the aircraft is air-bume, a weather watch Is kept by the 
/ forecasting offices for transmitting to the aircraft in flight 
the latest weather developments along the route, 
Hie aeronautical services for the equipnent of aerodromes 
and air routes ensure safety and efficiency of air transnort, 
India has maintained a high standard of equipments from the 
very beginning. 
But the Aero crash cm August 4# 1979 at Bombay airport 
raised some suspicion about the performance of our eq«|ipm«mts. 
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tth«t4nNHr btt tiMir«a«ons# tii« fact rcmwins that all our airports 
including the four major international on«s# have been deiroid 
**' foot proof landing aids and pilots have threataaed to even 
Bki'fi th«m. Rv€W» in 1979, the former. Director general civil 
Aviation, Air Marshal Jaftar Zaheer has admitted that the 
radar equipment installed at the country's airports is 
very old and need changing. But a mere installation of latest 
equipment would mean nothing tmless they are maintained 
pronerly and their usefulness is proved beyond doubt. 
It la TISO no more a secret that over the yeirs 
there h^s b«*en ^ steady denletlon of p'rsonnnl to neet 
the ooerational requiretnf»nts at our international aimorts, 
LacV of funds is oft^n quot»»d as tbr possible reason 
for this sad state of affairs. This is a pity because it only 
reflects the official apathy torwards one of the vital 
aspects of civil aviation, namely safety. 
•3 SURVEYING A ROUTE I 
An analysing of traffic generating nossibillties of 
various routes is a critical factor in air line transoort* 
Ihe routes imist be adcK^ uate both from the stand-point of 
voluoie and density of traffic. An airline route with highest 
nuniber of taffie producing cities is likely to ha<re highest 
density of trsffie «id highest avmrage load factor. The 
strueture and m^^epmef of tlia rout** ^ms# one of the most 
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important faetors that leads to tho suce*** or fallur* 
of airllno buslnees* The operator would prefer a route tAieh 
would aecore financial aut€»K»irf for the carrier and %iould 
aleo posseaa adequate airway facilities including intermediate 
and alternate airports to pro#ide safe operation* 
In planning ext'='mal routes* the operator's choice 
would be deterrolned by the interplay of geographic economic 
factors which include flying weat]ier» longest non-stop fllght8# 
potential traffic between terminals and along the route* 
travelling habits and available and adeguate navigation and 
fuel facilities. The success of operator diP'pencIa to a le^ rge ^ legree 
upon his initiative ^^11 chalk-out programme in converting 
the potential market into actual traffic. 
It t^kes ronsiderable time to develop a route by 
cr<=;ating good will and reputation and the operator has to 
approach the potential patrons of air services thorugh 
advyertising and in the case of freight by personnel oantacts 
with comnerioal houses. 
XV.4 SKLEOTION OF AIRCRAFT I 
/ihe survey of the route should «nable the operator 
to seleet the aircraft which would obtain optimum adjustment 
with tnc route characteristics* The operator has also to 
take into eonsidoration other factors like* the volume of 
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pmrn—agmpB and freight «h«t %#oul4 hav« to «arry» th« 
fraqucaoy of oparations^ prafarancaa of tha travailing ptdblie 
In matters of spaed and comfort* the weather condition* the 
range to tm covered and (prowid and route organisation. 
When the operator purchases a fleet of air craft 
he has also to purchase spare engines and spare parts for 
overhaul and maintenance and for their distribution at points 
along the routes* 
Payload, fuel consumptton and speed are the most 
important characteristics of the aircraft as affecting 
eoonf)mlcs« The operator may select a small or medium sized 
aircraft permitt^ ing areater frequency or may select a larger 
aircraft and sacrifice frequency. The operator has also to 
/ consider capital cost of his fleet. Capital investment in 
a conmercial aircraft is much hicrhor. This is particularly 
so !^ sphere of international operations* where operators 
ar^ compelled to re-equip thesnselves with nmt aircraft at 
oritii intervals owing to technological progress and severe 
^ competition* 
the high capital of the modem aircraft may be 
attributed to its technical effeciency* A new aircraft 
involves very large developmmit cost on an average about 
tn«o to four years are required to translate a res arch design 
into an esq;>erinMHital aircraft* The ^evelopumnt expenditure 
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B«v«r iramwi to an mid so long as the modal is giving usaful 
mmnriem and is damandad Isy tha oparating airlinas* 
For avary aircraft* tha maximum parmissibia gross 
wei^t for tales off is praseribad at a fixad figura* This is 
datarmined on safety grounds in accordance with currant air 
worthnass and emergency performance requirements fixed by 
licensing authority. Every stage length requires a certain 
amount of fuel including an allowance for contingencies suc^ 
as excessive head! winds or for deviation to an alt-^mativa 
airport. 
By considering all the above factors* the operator 
can work out the best speed for his operations, since h l ^ 
speed Involves higher cost, the operator has to work out the 
best econcwnlc speed for a given stage length and the amount 
of the pay load to be carried. 
XV.S OTILIZJ^ TIOW OP THE AIRCRAFI? I 
Hsfving detarminsd the routas# tha character of 
•quisMmmt and tha bast aoonomic spaad* the <qperator has to 
• s t i sn ta t raf f ic availabia and tha tsiniassi ps«ctie«bla cost 
including a liwasonabia ratura on invastmaiHi* TO a large 
extent* cost considerations would be influenced by the estisiated 
u t i l i sa t ion »f the operator 's fleet* u t i l i sa t ion i s defined 
as the average mmb r of hours flown in • yiMur by any onm 
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aircraft in tha flaet* 
Flaet ravanua hours par yaar 
utilization • 
Number of aircraft in flaet 
A propar balance between aircraft utilisation and 
load factor has to be maintained as both have a bearing on 
the operating coats per tonne - km. On the other hand* an idle 
aircraft is an overhead expense. High utilization is thus 
synonymous with high operational effeclency. 
IV.6 PERSONNEL UTILIZATION t 
Effeclency of airline operation also d?»pends upon 
the right selection of the personnel# such as pllots# ground 
enginf»ers# dispatchers, raalntenance mechanics and others. 
The best guide Cor determining economic effeclency 
of the airline organisation is to calculate capacity tome-kras 
of trasportatlon pxt^ duced during each /ear as measured against 
the average total number of workers. If the strength of the 
personnel is proportional to the anticipated work load, 
tlie operator should be able to achieve best overall r«»sults« 
IV,7 SHORT JHAUL OPERATIONS t 
Over short-haul stages Involving stops*# an aircraft 
can carry a larger payload* As refuelling facilities are 
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availabltt at the intermadlata points* capacity displaced 
by fual cwti be sold for eamingi revenue. If traffic warrants* 
he would prefer to run a non-atop service as the insertion 
of intermediate ntop means loss of time resulting in the 
reduction of the block - to - block average speed* 
C^ short « haul stages involving stops* diriKit 
operatimi costs are propoxrtionately ligher as the cost of 
taking off and climbing back again to cr\ilsing altitude and 
latiding again is spread over a shorter distance". 
If the terminal centres are not able to produce 
adeouate traffic and if tfte intermediate centres are strong 
in traffic potential* a stopping service would be desir ble. 
IV.8 LONG HAtJL OPER/vTIOMS t 
Long-haul transport aimraft have a larger capacity 
for payload* have proportionately lower fuel consxui^ tion* 
can operate at higher altitudes and have pressurised cabins for 
passenger cOTiforts • 
Though long-haul c^eratlons permit larger aircraft 
to carry bigger payloads* they need very costly items in the 
nmintenance of the route organisation* From the administrative 
point of view foreign exchange* transfer of funds* foreign 
taxes* communication * all involve high costs* Salaries paid 
to personnel and out station allowances are also very hiq^« 
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Traffic operations also in^ POIv« their problem* Customs* 
immigration, inoculation need additional personn**! and office 
accommodation • 
External operations involve several factors over 
which the operator has no control. They naturally inflate 
the cost of oper-itior'S, On the other hand, in Internal services 
the operator has some freedom from these factors and consequently 
low costs and low fares characterise the d^ m^estic ooeration. 
IV,9 LOCAL AND FEEDER LINE OPER .TIOWS i 
Feeder lines can be described as air s«»rvices 
between small cities within a given area and betw€HBn analler 
communities and terminal points located at trunk lines. These 
services are confined to cities situated at short distances* 
Feeder lines have to operate on very short>-haul stages with 
considerable frequency, the route pattern and the degree of 
frequency being dictated for each airline by the local 
circumstances• 
IV. 10 STATISTICAL UNITS AIlP TERMS IN AIR TRANSPORT I 
y u m /« 
P l i ^ t i s the operation of an aircraft on a stage or 
nuRiber of stages «^th tuichanglng f l i gh t number* 
A f l i oh t stage i s the operation of an aircraft from taktt* 
off to n«xt I m l n v * 
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lusm f HOT • 
On« or both tttrmlnals li« in th« territory of th« 
•tate other then the one in whicHh tite airline in registered* 
Domeetic Flight Staoe f 
Both teiminats lie in territory of the state in 
which the airline is registered. 
Scheduled Flightf i 
The flights which are scheduled and performed for 
renumeration according to the published time table* 
Pay load t 
Means saleable transport capacity, expressed in 
tarms of w*?ight. 
Air craft kilometers Flown t 
Those includes kilometers flown on regular schedules 
as well tLB those required for non-revenue purposes sueh as 
test flig^s and crew training. The cost per aircraft • km 
cmn 1M> oauged by dividing the total cost of operations by totel 
kilooMHUPes flown* 
A revenue passenger is a child or adult for whic^ 
tlis tmm or « pert of the fsre is paid* 
n 
, Th« transportation of one pa9««»ng«r over on© km» In 
its plural# it measures the kilometres flown per each interstation 
trip multiplied by numibf^ r of passengers carried on that trip. 
Seat » kilometres Available i 
A seat kilometre is available when a seat is flown 
one kilometre, Seat-kllometres available are equal to the sum 
of the products obtained by multiplying the number of passenger 
seats available on each flight atanp by the stage distance, 
Passencror Load Fact<yy t 
The paasfnger kilometres performed as percentaoe of 
seat-kllcwnetres available, 
Ihe load factor thus suggp'Sts the ratio of average 
use to the maximum use or the degree to %*hlch the capacity 
Offered is utilised. In air transportation, the load factor 
is usually calculated cm a monthly or annual basis. 
Tonne KilOBietre i 
The transportation of one tonne of 9oods over one 
kiL6metre, This measure is more convenient since the swne 
aircraft may carry passengers, mall and freight. The total 
cost of operations divided by the total tonne kilometrest gives 
eost per tonne->km performed. 
6( 
It is aum of the product obtained by multiplying 
the fioRdser of tonnes available for the carriage of revenue 
load by the stage distance* 
weight Lo^ Factor t 
•Rstal tonnage kilometres perfortned ha5 been expressed 
as the percentage of tonnage kilometres available* 
Operating ratio t 
ThP expenses net aircraft kilcsnetre flown to revenue 
per aircraft km, yields the operating ratio* It is a good 
measure of the effeciency or inefficiency for conroercial 
operations. 
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Indian Airlin«i corporation catm into fonMi «ixialMmo« 
on . • ISth of Jun«# i9S3 und«r th« Air corporations^ Aot» 
1953* On tha lat of August* 1953« XAC took over the assets 
and liabilities and business of the ex-operators* 
The Air corporations Act provides for compensation to 
be paid to eight cotnpanies with the formula stipulated there 
ln# for the assets taken over by the corporation less the amount 
of liabilitie8*In case where the liabilities exce«>4ed the 
assets no compensation was to be paid but the liabilities 
were accented by the corooration. 
The total autnount of compensation paid to the ccmipanies 
was as indicated below t 
I, / M/a Indian National Airways Ltd. 5$.95 
y» H/s Air India Ltd. 147.54 
3. M/s Air Servl/ces of India Ltd. 3d.71 
4. M/s Dscean Xirways Ltd. 21*94 
5. M/s Bliaray Airways Ltd. 31.10 
6. n/9 Mrwdys India Ltd. 2$.30 
7. H/s Kalinga Airlines 4.90 
0. H/s Air India International Ltd. 382.25 
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As « r««ult th« corporations eaiM into fomnl oxistonco 
Ri«ant for the operation of internal services including 
services to neighbouring countries i*e* sri t«anka« Burma# 
HepaX« Pakistan and Afghanistan* 
V.l FUNCTIONS OP THE CORPOR.^ TIONS I 
According to the Air corporations Act the main function 
of each of the corporations is to provide* sale« e£feclent» 
adequate* economical n^d properly coordinated air transport 
services whether internal or intemcti-^nal or both, and 
the corporations shall so exercise their powers as to secure that 
the air trananort services ar** developed to the best advantage 
and, in particular* 50 exercise these powers as to secure that 
the services are provided at reasonable charges• 
The other relevant provisions of the Act were* 
1, To operate any air transport services or any flight by 
aircraft for a ccxnmercial or other purpose* and to carry 
out all forms of aerial work* 
2* With previous approval of the c«nntral Govsmment to prmnote 
any organisation outside India for the puT'^ ose of engaging 
in/any activity of a kind which the corporation has powsr lu> 
carry cm* 
3* ^to acquire* hold or dispose of any prc^erty whether 
moveable or invioveaMLa* or any transport undertaking* 
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4« tto r«|Miir# overhaul, r«con»truet# a8«««ibl« or r«cofidlitlon 
«ljrer«ft# vehicles on other maohinea and parta« aeeessoriea 
and instrument a there of and also to nuiinufacture such parts # 
accessories and instnsnents* iihether the aircraft* 
vehicles other machines are owned by the corporation or 
by any other person• 
5, To enter Into and perform all such contracts as are 
calculate'3 to further fep effAciant performance of its 
duties and exercise of its powers wider the Act, 
6« To perform any function as agent or contractor in relation 
to air transnort services operatf»d by any other persion. 
?• v.'ith the previous approval of the central rovt* to enter 
into aqreements with any person engaged in air transportation 
with a view to enabling such person to provide air transport 
»er**ces on be half of or In association with the corporation, 
&• With the previous approval of the central Government to 
determine and levy fares and freight rates and other charges 
for on in respect of the carriage of passengers and goods on 
air tranqport services operated by it* 
9* To take such stqps as are calculated to extend the air 
transpor^^ services provided by the eorporationt whether within 
or outsJLde India* Including the development of fecNSer services 
and this iii^ rovement of the types of air craft used in air 
transport servie«s« 
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10« To tak« such 8t«p« as arc calculatadi to promotet the interest 
of the corporation or to improve the services the corporation 
may provide* including provisions of catering* rest rooms* 
goods sheds* warehouses and transport by land or water in 
connection with any air transport service or any other 
aminity or facility. 
V.2 ORGAHI .RATIONAL SET UP OF I A C I 
In the earlier days it was a problem of integrating the 
administration of various . companies taken over by the 
corporation* The organisation pattftm diff«re»d widely from 
one ^nothcr and the corporation also employed all the staff 
of/different air companies on the sane service conditions 
ind terms* 
A number of conmittees were appointed to investigate 
/ 
the/problems bearing of finance and accounts* storage, 
eijirgineering and traffic, 
For the better working of the corporation* a regional 
type of administration known as "Line system" was introduced 
in June 19S3« In this system the Chairman of the corporation 
had under his dircKst control seven resident regional representsti^ 
In 1954* t'-^'tt line system of administration was re* 
organised into an integrated pattern* A full fledged Head 
quarters organisation consisting of a nuniber of D<^ partmental 
iZ 
H«ttd« eMM into b«iiig« 
th« ttntlra territory is pr«aently aivld«d into four 
adMinistrativ««ciin»tr«fficr regions n«neiy Bon^ a^yf Calcutta, 
Doibi and Madras and eadhi of thera rations to placed ui»I«r 
the over all administrative control of Regional Director* 
the Regional Directors ar«» responsible to the Managing Director 
of the cor!X>ration but have relationship with the Head quarters 
Departmental Heads, At the regi nal level* the Regional 
Directors have under their contxrol, traffic, engineering, 
stores, finance and accounts and administration* 
V,3 BOARD OF DIRECTORS t 
Air corporations Act 1953 provides that eaoh of the 
corporation shall be a body corporate having perpetual 
succession and own a seal with power subject to the Act to 
Lre and hold prqperly and may be its name sue and be sued* 
Mie Act provides for Boards of Directors consisting of 
not less than ei<3^ t and not more than 14 menib«rs appointed by 
central Oovemment* The chairman of the corporation is 
directly appointed by the central Government* 
V*4 ilKFORMAWCE OF IWDIAii AIRLINES I 
Indian Airlines mainly performs d«n»stic scheduled 
••rvieea* the corporation is operating within India and also 
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to th« foXlotrln? n«lghbouring co\intri«»; Af^anistan* 
Bangladesh* Maldivea* Napal* Pakistan and Srl Zianka with 
•ffaet £rofR Zst August 1953* 
Th« Indian Airlines corporation in herited an 
operating fleet of 89 aircraft In 1st August 1953, The 
details of various types of aircraft were as under » 
nacota 
Vikings 
Skynaster 
• 
*> 
• 
74 
12 
3 
^n order to ex->and f'^ edf>r routes and also to provide 
more capacity on various routes, eiqht Herons and three more 
second hand skymasters were purchci8«MS during the year 1953-56, 
Vikings were gradually withdrawn from the service in 
1958 and purchased ten viscounts in the same year* Considerable 
traffic growth on the trunk route necessitated Increasing 
of capacity and therefore* caravelle Jet airlines were introduei 
on the high density routes* Pour caravelles were acquired in 
1964« two more by the end of 1965 and three more subsequently* 
out of whidh two were lost in accidents* 
By that tlms* HS-748 services being manufactured 
Indigmeously and the corporation ordered 14 of them which 
were delivered to them by 31st March 1970* 
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Dacttta have been progressively grounded and replaced 
toy otiher airerafts* 
the corporation has a fleet of 6 air buses* 13 Boeing 
737« 2 caravelles« 15 Holders and 8 FoXkers friendship 
F-'27« as on 31st Deceml>er 1980. 
The details are presented in the following table. 
TABIrS-a. Fh'PBT OF INDIAN ATRhinSS 
Type of Aircraft 
Boeing 737 200 
SE 210 Caravelle 
Air Bus A-300 B2 
Vickers 700 viscount 
Howkers HS-.748 
Pokker friendship 
/ 
D^ iiglas DC-3 Praghter 
/ 
Total 
No, •of Installed 
passenger 
125 
89 
270 
48 
44 
40 
«•> 
seats 
As on 
1980 
13 
2 
6 
-
15 
8 
1 
45 
31at Decerabef 
1979 
14 
3 
5 
<•• 
16 
8 
1 
47 
1978 
14 
3 
5 
«M 
16 
8 
1 
47 
(source t Air Transport statistics 1980) 
(b) T£s|i4£ < 
The air traffic by scheduled services of Indian 
Airlines show conqparatively lower thon that of Air India in 
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1980* the p%»99nqmtm carried lay th« corporation hav« shOMn a 
<l«er<i««0 of 4*59( in 1980 over 1979* 
the load availability of Xh haa improved considerably* 
The distribution shares of tonne • kilometers in passengers 
decreased by 2»9%* But tonne-kms performed in the case of 
freight and mail show an increase of 4«7% and 1% r**spectively 
in 1980 when comparing with 1979, 
A comparison of annual growth rate in 1980 over 
1979 of two air lines shows that the annual growth&rat*> in 
reanr'ct of (i) Available Tonne-kms (il) Tonn€»s - Jems performed 
and ntijnbf»r of pa' aenoers carrie»d by Air India are rf»latlvely 
higher than those by Indian Air lines. International carrier 
shown greatar growth rate both in respect of load capacity 
and performance. However, Indian Airlines has a higher ai load 
factor for pa sengers and weight than Air India* 
TABLE - II 
TRAFFIC ON SCHEDULED SERVICES BY I«A. 
Operations Y^a^ PTc»ntaq« variation 
1980 1979 1970 1980 over* 79 
P«ss«n9«rs carried (nnoussads) 
perfoimid 
AvalV«bl« ••at-lcns 
(fldll ions) 
5164 
4099 
6110 
S410 
419S 
5778 
4992 
382S 
5484 
(-} 4 .5 
(-) 2*3 
5 .7 
Pasf«ig«r JUmd factor 87*1 72*8 89«8 
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Frciflht CMurriad 
(thOUMAdt) «3.9 50.4 45.7 6.9 
Mall earrlttdi 
(Thousands) 15*4 14.6 14.7 5.5 
Tonne «• tans parformad t 
Passenger 333,9 343,8 315.6 (•>)2.9 
Freight 50,9 48.6 43.4 4.7 
Mall 15.3 14.3 14.3 7.0 
Available To- ne-kms 
(Millions) 631.9 574.4 527.8 10.0 
weight load factor(%) 63.3 70.8 70.7 
(Bource « A T S 1980) 
(c) DOMFiriC SCHEDULED dERVICES I 
Indian Airlines mainly oerforms the domestic schf^uled 
and some flights not scheduled to neighbouring countries. The 
traffic data has shown that Indian ."drlines has increased its 
operations by Increasing capacity is defined as (a) seat 
kilorattt 'rs available and (b) Tonne-kms available. The 
saat kilcwieters available increased frc«» 5385 millions in 
19179 to 5722 millions in 1983 showing an incraase of 6.3X. 
ine-ksia available increased by 9.3!K in 1980 over 1979* Tha 
available passenger load factor but decreased to 68.5 In 1980 
from 74.6 in 1979, The average number of kilometer flown per 
passenger lias increased from 788 in 1979 to 806 in 1980. 
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INTERHATIOKAL aCta!DUl.ED SBRVICES t 
Air India is India** national carriar operating on 
International air routes. Indian Airlines also operates to 
a fe«r neighbouring countries, lite share of I A in the total 
international traffic on scheduled services of tvo national 
carriers is comparatively small. The lA shares for passengers* 
Freight and mall carried during 1980 were IS.g'^ C, 5,0% and 9,394 
respectively. In terms of capacity, available seat kilometers 
and available tonnes lcms# Indian Airlines shares were 3.6 
percent and 2.0 percent. 
(d) LOAD FACTOR ON SCdEHULED SERVICES t 
The revenue pa.gsfmcrrr load factor vrt-.ioh is defined 
as ravrnuQ pass.^ nger icilc«netres expres-sed as p<»rcenta--e of 
available si^ at kilometres has shown an increase in 1980 in 
respect of domestic scheduled services of Indian Airlines. 
But Indian Airlines which is operating on International 
scheduled services to 6 neighbouring countries has shown a 
decrease in I960. 
Tj^ e revenue weight load factor Which is defined as 
total revenue kilometers performed expressed as percentage 
of available tonne kilometres has shown that domestic services 
of Indian Airlines were operating on fti^er level of load factor 
than those shown by international services of either of 
Indian Airlines or Air India. 
IS 
(•) ^•eiOMMiia of Indiaui Airliii— t 
Xndian Airiln«« hat ahtnm a staff stength of 16#787 
in 1980 aa against 1S#710 in 1979 showing an increase of 6*99(, 
The ntndMr of pilots and co-pilots are 417 in 1980 as against 
40t in 1979 showing an inerease of 2*7% The followings table 
shows the type of personnel employed by Indian Airlines from 
1971 to 1980, 
STAFF STRENGTH OF INPI/Oj AIRLINES 
Year 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 y 
1979 
1980 
/ 
/ 
/
Pilots and 
co»pilota 
427 
4S5 
445 
§•8 
440 
416 
400 
405 
406 
417 
Category 
Other fllo^t 
personnel 
529 
550 
572 
552 
462 
442 
511 
546 
593 
594 
of Staff 
Maintenance 
overhaul 
personnel 
4709 
4899 
4944 
5516 
4992 
4867 
4674 
4671 
4868 
SiS8 
Traffic others 
80X08 
personnel 
3580 
3905 
4061 
3759 
3672 
1564 
3641 
3744 
3919 
4219 
4731 
4930 
5247 
6008 
5819 
5694 
•733 
S699 
S924 
6399 
Grand 
Total 
13,976 
14,759 
15,272 
15,913 
15,385 
14,983 
14,959 
15,065 
15,710 
16,787 
(Sooroe t A T 8 1980 ) 
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(f) n?iftM4# ^ • f ^ t « 9^ f^xMfP Mfllf»fff t 
Til* operating r«v«iitt« •am«d bf lAdiaa Airllimi 
\ has Incraaaed from R8,1827 mill ion In 1979 to Ra*20S0 is l l l ion 
\ in 1900 showing on ineraasa of 12.2%* tha operating an^paiiaaa 
of Indian Airlinaa hava Increasad from R8.1S59 niXlion to 
19i4 million in 1980 showing an increasa of 23%» the net 
profit «iwmaa by the corDoratlon has decreiscNS from 268 
mill ion in 1979 to 136 million In 1980, However* Indian Airlines 
has be«Hn\showing profit since 1973• The following table presents 
detailed ii|formatic»i on the financial aspects of Indian Airl ines . 
TABLE «. XV f FINANCIAL RESULTS OP TKOT^K AIRLINES 
Year 
1971 
1972 
1973 1 
l^fM 
197S 
197« / 
1977 / 
1978/ 
1 9 ^ 
1980 
-«U.V 
o p e r a t i n q Pevenue 
444.9 
559.2 
707 .9 
682.5 
/ 960.0 J 
' 109ia f 
1275.2 
1S06.8 
1826.9 
2050.5 
(DuriJlg 1971 
C^jpratlng 
Expenses 
464.9 
571,1 
671.9 
660.1 
930.6 
976.4 
1073.5 
1279.6 
1559.2 
1914.0 
t o 1980 (Rs, In t i i l l l o i 
Opera t ing 
I r o f i t + Loss 
v20 ,0 
- 11.9 
••• 3 6 . 0 
+ 22.4 
•1- 29.4 
+111,7 
+201,7 
+227.2 
+267.7 
+136,5 
( Sourea i A T S 1980 ) 
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From thft tiny d* Havilland Puss Moth to th« giant 
Booing 747«Mccm{>aa««)» half a cent4ftuary of Air»Zndia*« history* 
India can rightly claim tha distinction of having organised 
tha world's first air mail flight as for back aa Fabruary 
1911* But Indian scheduled services in the real sense began 
on October 15* 1932« %ihen Mr* J.R*D, Tata* \Av> is rightly 
regarded as the father of civil Aviation In India took the 
first fliqht from Karachi to Pombay. The route was Karachi-
Ahm0dabad-Banbay*-Bellary-Madras. At Bombay* Mr, Nevlll 
Vincent* a frist world war R C P pilot* took over the service 
frcMti Mr. Tata and flew to Madras, Mr. Vincent had come to 
India in 1929 on a barnstorming tour. He saw immense pot(=>ntia* 
Zes for commercial aviation in the country and had already eyed a nun^r of possible air routes. His meeting with 
/Mr. Tata led^to the formation of the AviatiCMi o^artment of Tatas. 
^ joined/the Avaition Department of Tatas* «rhich later 
beessw Tata Airlines* and still later Air India. 
T^he 'thirties saw the fledgling airline trying to 
stan^ <m its won fsst. There was a slow and ste«4y sxpansicm 
of services and rmites. Zn 1933* the first full year of its 
operatimis* Tata Airlines flew 160*000 miles* carried 15S 
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pass«ii9«r» •fkl S0«71 tonn** of nail* in th« ii«Kt f«w 
y««r«# Tata Airiinas eonttnuad to roly for it» rovonuo 
on tho trail eoniuniet with tiNo QovwnuMiiit of £ndia for 
tho carriage of aurehargad mail* including a eonaidarabla 
quantity of ovaraeaa mail« for daatinationa in India 
brought to Karachi by the Zn^erial Airways* -^ 
The introduction of the Smpire Airmail Scheana in 
February 1936 brought the opportunity for further expansion 
and renovation of fleet* Tata Airlines received a ten«-year 
contract under the Scheme with guaranteed minimum payment 
for the carriage of first class mail on the KarachixColombo 
and Karachi-Lahore routes* 
VI.1 WORLD WAt II I 
The outbreak of the Second World War# however# let to 
the suspension of the Enquire Airmail Scheme and under the 
new contract* the entire operating capacity of Tata Airlines 
was placed at the disposal of the Oovemnment; only spare 
e«pacity# if any being available for eomMercial traffic* 
Ooveranant requisitioned all multi-engined aircraft consisting 
mainly of de Havilland 89s and 86s and left the airline 
with only its older single-engined obsolescent aircraft of 
sma'l capacity to maintain the iar services* Tata Airlines# 
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hemmvmr, succeeded in sv^plemcmtlng i t s fottr*>»eeter Weooe 
i # l ^ stinecMi Trlmotort bou^t •econd-hend from an American 
airl ine* Towards the end of the vrar« Oovemment loaned 
some XiandolH^se twin-Hsnerined Beac^craf t Expend!tors and 
la ter a feir DC«>2s and DC»3s* 
Althou^the war disrupted corrmercial operations and 
forced curtailment of some services* i t also opened \xp 
opportunities for expansion and diversif ication* Tata Airlines 
was given many special assignments# such as the survey of 
South Arabian route# the carriage of supplies* transport 
of refugees and overhaul and maintenance of R^ P emiipment* 
VI.2 POST:-;AR psrtiop » 
By January 1946* war-time restriction were lifters 
and the airlin<»s were allowed to rf»sume commercial activities* 
Tata Airlines emerged from the war a better organised 
airline* financially sound and experienced in handling 
riMklem aircraft* Xn July 1946* the airline was converted 
/into a pttblic company under the name of Air*India and 
embarked/tm a programme of «»ipansion of its internal 
services* ^ art from Oalotas* it acquired eight Viking 
aircraft which enabled it mto aerate non**stop services 
from BsadMnr to Calcutta* nmXhi and Madras* 
At ^it tinMt* those involved in comamrcial 
avaition had higlh hopes of a stable and orderly growth 
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of tlM «ir transport in xndia^ but thwr wwr* in for 
• disftppoinfanewnt* As many «• 21 airlinss \mrm «stabliah«d 
In India within tha apaca of on« yaar with ovar a 100 
war aurplua oakotat aa against a foracaat roquirarikmt 
of only 40 aircraft* It was not long before the industry 
was in dei^ financial trouble, 
VI.3 OVERSEAS SERglCE t 
Xn the meanwhile* at the beginning of 1947« 
Air-Irtdla had turned its attention to the international 
scene* BOAC had continued to operate sejr^ rlces to India 
throughout the war while KLM and Air Prance were in the 
process of resuming their operations across India, Pan 
American and TWA had opmned sexrvic^  s to and through India* 
Air India had a detailed plan ready for <9eration 
o^f internal services and towards the end of 1947# an 
agraament was reached with the Government of India for 
tlia formation of Air^India International Limited to 
oparata international services* At Air*India*s raquast* 
tita Gpvemmant agreed to limit their capital participation 
to 49 percent* subject to an option to acquire at any 
tinw a further two pecrcent from Air^lndia* Aiv^Zadia 
Ira afqpointad tedhnieal managers on a tan year contract* 
Xn order to make the earliest possible start* 
Air»Xndi« had already placed a pcovisicmal ordar for idiraa 
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OeNi«t«liatlont and arranged for the training of 
pilot* vnd oti)0r staff* Ltiokiiy Loeldiead waa abla to delivar 
tlMi plana* aix months than planned because of cancellation of 
an order by another atlrline* 'Ehus* Air*Zndia International 
Hhich warn registered on March B, 1948« inaugurated its 
international operations with a weetly service foom Bombay to 
London via Cairo and Geneva on June B, 1948. 
VI,4 NATIONALISATION i 
While the next four years saw '>»ir-ln'lia clocking up 
intpr<»88ive oalns in its int*»matlonal operations^ the domestic 
airline w*»re heading <^ or a financial disaster, which was 
causing concern to the C^vemment of India, The Government 
decided unon comnlete nationalisation of the air transnort 
industry, Ifie Air Corooratlons Act was passed In March 1953, It 
set out to create two corporations, one to take over domestic 
ooerations and the other international operations. 
Accordingly on August 1«1953, the eight domestic 
airlines were merqed to form the Indian Airlines Corporations 
and Air*India International became Air*Zndia International 
CorperatiMi* (The word 'International* was dropped by an 
amendment to the Air Corporations Act on June 8, 1962)• 
Nationalisation brou^t to a close an exciting chapter in 
lndi«n civil aviation. 
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VI* s |yPAii8ioii t 
To th» orioinal Bembay->liOn4oii and BoadE}«y»lfaicobi« 
th« Corporation mA&9A services to Singiupore in July i9S4# to 
Hong itong in August 1954« to Tokyo in May 195S# to sydnay in 
October 1956» to Moscow in August 1958« to nmi York in May 
to Bagdad in April 1976# Accra in December 1976, Jeddah in 
April 1977# Salisbury in April 1981 and Birmingham in 
January 1982ft 
Prom a total of four atations served in June 1948 
Air-ln<1ia now »erv*»s 44 online and 36 offline sales offices 
all over the vK>rld« Startlno with Just one weekly service 
to London In June 1948, Air India now operates extensive 
scheduled passengers and cargo service's from Bombay and 
five other Indian cities-Calcutta* Delhi, Madras, Trivandmn 
nd Amritsar to Africa (Addis Ababa, Nairobi, Accra, Lagos, 
Seychelles, Mauritius, Dar es Sallam, Lusaka and Salisbury), 
to U.S.A. (New york)f to Europe (London, Birmingham, Paris, 
Amsterdaia^  Frankfurt, Geneva, Rome, zuri^, Brussels and 
Moscow)/to West Asia (Doha, Abu Dhabi, lAiahraii, Dubai, 
Bahraiii, Kvwait, Adsn, Muscat, Jakldali, Ras 9X Khaymah and 
Sharnih) and East Asia (Dacca, Bangkok, Hong Kong, Tokyo, 
Osaka, Kuala Lunpur, Singapore, Perth Sydnmf)• 
VZ.C iJEL^S, • 
Hi* j«t age was already loeoiing on tli« horisoii 
•ni horaided ravoltttionaty «ti«ig«s in 1^« air tranaport 
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iaiustry* Air^xndia was keapin? a sharp mym on the latast 
davalopmenta and decided to oedar ^ e Boaing 707 in tha 
lata fIftiaa* Itia first Boaing 707 was racaivad in February 
1060* This marked the airlines entry into the jet age and 
by 1962 the airline had disposed off its fleet of Super 
Constellations to become the world's first all jet airline. 
With the Boeing 707# Air-India tried out two new 
innovations which were to become the hall mark of its success* 
The first was to introduce saree uniform for its hostesses 
instead/^f the European dress. Most peoole within and outsida 
the (airline were sceptical. But sarees were an instant success. 
Even some other airlines adopted the saree uniform for their 
Eastern:-* routs. The second was to make the interior decor of air 
craft distinctly Indian* to create an atmosphere of elegance* 
luxury and comfort without ost«itation. 
VI.7 TRANS^TUWTIC ROOTS t 
Tha Boaing 707 anablad Air India to «xt«nd its 
BoRdday • hat^xm sarviea to Naw York in May 19d0. this was 
tho oMijor step in thm airline's steady sKpansien into new 
markots aiul raguirad careful preparation. Amariea of farad 
the biggoat air travel oiarkat* but that was no guarantao that 
Air-Indian would be able to gat a reasonable share of It* 
However* Aivlndia managed to aorvlvo the vieissitudos of tho 
f iarealy oosipatitivo trans atlantie coitta and ostablish 
itsoif* 
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VX»i TBI JUMBO 8WA s 
At th« Sixties closed^ the itorld airlines were 
poised to take the next step in the evolution of international 
air transport the Jiimbo Era. The supersonics ioA failed to 
make an impression on the air transport industry. Instead the 
airlines opted for the wide bodies Jets# with three times 
the catsacity of their prade cessors and b<»tter economics. 
?vir India in Jc(f»eplnq with its tradition of ordering 
the latest and best planes available, placf»d an order for 
the boeing 7478 • the first of which was delivered in April 
1^71• Over the next nine yearw Air India received nine more 
/ planes at regular intervals thus achieving the biggest ever 
expansion of its fleet an' capacity in its history. 
If the arrival of the 747s remians the most significant 
of the seventies another equally significant event 
(B the extra ordinary gro%#th of gulf market. In 1970# Air 
India was operating only a couple of services to Gulf. 
Then c«une the sudden rise in oil prices and the flood of 
p«tro->dollars into ^ e area with the subsequent economic boom. 
There was a mass migration of labour to the Gulf from India 
as well from other countries. Just large the movement was 
n 
and hug* inarkat it created can b« guagad from tha fact 
that thaaa aatqpla of weakly aarvicaa hava baan raplaead 
with an average three aervicea a day* many of them irfith 
747a to tha varioua polnta from Bontoay plua a dAily aanrica 
from Trivandrum* 
VI•d PACILITES i 
FrcHB ita Inception, Alr-lndla haa followed a policy 
of self-su'^ficlency, Thia has been a matter of necessity 
for the simple reason that Air-India is located away from 
the main centres of air transport activity in the world, 
and the planes could not be sent out •'or either maintenance 
or tnajor checks without disfruptlng services and the subsequent 
loss of revenue. 
Tha major advantage of this policy has been that 
tha airline now possesses one of f:he most modem and 
up - to->date engineering bases in the %#orld capable of 
handling complete work cm its fleet of Boeing 747a Boing 
707a M Aixtoaa h 300 B4a. 
Aljr«>Xndla is antirely aalf-sufficiant la anginaaring 
operations facllltlaa, which compare witJi tha beat in 
thk «ierid* Zt trains its own staff in all a^paeta of 
airline oparationa and haa built axtensiva training facilities 
for tha pturpoMi* 
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At !«• mtginanring toss* «t Bonbay Airport* it 
RMititains and overhaul* its entii^ o fl««t« including angina*. 
Apart ttoBL ita own enginaa* Air*Zndia ovaztiatils and repairs 
engines for Indian Airlines* Among the engine types handled 
are Pratt and Whitney JT3 s and General Electric CT-f 
cHnignes which power Indian Airlines* Airbus* In recognition 
of high standards of etiuipment and %4or)cmanship# Air»Xndia 
holds the Approved Repair Certificate from the Federal 
Aviation Administration* 
VI.IO COMPUTERISATION s 
Like many other major international carriers* Air-
India haa long felt that if an airline is to remain compe-
titive and offer its passengers prompt service* applicaticm 
of computer technology for instant reservations* inventory 
Control and processing of large amount of statistical data 
is inevitaMbe* Sperry Univac 1100 Real Time Computer System 
has bemi/installed at Air-India*s base at B<»abay Aiinport 
and is iKm being used for passenger reservations and other 
applications* 
Ihm entire computer system and its related support 
facilities occupy an area of over 15*000 aq* ft* The two 
processors with a memory of S34*000 i#ords and the irag^ etie 
f « 
disQS and taiKis on lAleh a«t« Is «tor«d# focm th« brain 
of tho ooaf>ut«r< 
vzai 
Alr-Zndia is playing a significant rol« in promoting 
tourism to India* More destination tourist mr% now visiting 
India than ever tHifore* Though India's share in global 
tourism is negligible^ the rise in traffic has been steady. 
In 1980« over 800,000 tourists visited India. The results 
of * Operation Europe^ *C^eration UK* •Operation USA'and 
•Operation Australasia•# West and Fast Asia entrusted to 
Air-India by the Government of India proved a marked 
success* A number of special pronKStional betwecm India and 
other countries have been introudced by Air-Ir,dia which have 
generated large increase in toxorist traffic* 
VX^Xa SUBSIDIARy COHPANIES t 
The 9Q0<»room Centaur Hotel at Bombay Airport is 
th« first S^tar Hotel built by the Hotel Corporation of 
India Ltd*« « wholly-otmed subsidiary of Air*India* ilia 
work has started on a second S-Star hotel at Juhu Baacit* 
Air*India also planning to build a 27S-rooai hotel in 
Srinagar as part of the Omigrass and Omvantions CKsaplax 
being put up by tha XaiAimir Oovamment* 
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V i a S PrayOKMAIKIE o r AIR IMDIA • 
AIR ntDZA ! • India's nutional carrier c^aratln^ on 
intamatlonal air routaa* 
a) PXoBBy s 
The following aircraft Joined the corporations fleet 
on the dates 8ho%m against them* 
Saffludra Gupta (8th aircraft) 23.12.79 
Mahendra Verman (9th aircraft) 22«1.80 
farsha Vardhna (10th aircraft) 6*4.60 
During the year 1980 out of nine Boeing 7078# two 
have been phased out* The alrlle now possesses a fleet of 
ten Boeing 747s« six Boeing 7078 emd three Air bus A 300 
B4s« It has got two DC->8*63Fs cm Wetlease for cargo operations* 
TABI.E • i. PS.] 
/ 
Type of Aircraft 7 
Boeing 747 aOOB 
Booing 707 lOOB 
Booing 707 900C 
Booing 707 437 
«»«a 
SET OF M^n pi^ lfl 
Nunbor of 
Znotallod 
eopoeity 
117 
144 
144 
-
-
1980 
10 
3 
2 
a 
17 
¥oar 
1979 
i 
3 
2 
4 
IS 
1978 
8 
3 
2 
4 
IS 
isoig«oo t JOB fRMMranr BSAYXBTZCS itBO) 
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th« ftvttrag* utilisation of th« 747 fl««t wmm 9,94 hours 
mnA tihat of 707 float waa 7*32 houra par dajf in 1980* 
Ac(|uiaitiCNi of additional capacity to provida for 
prograsaiva raplaccment of oldar 707 aircraft to catar to 
the expansion needs is under serious consideration* keeping 
in view the fact situation* inadequate increase in yislds 
and impact of severe recession in some of the major 
countries* 
b) CgERATlca^ is t 
The weekly frf»quencies of services oner^ t^ d^ on 
corporation's various routes from Ist April 1980 are given 
below* 
TABLE - III 
Routes Effective Effective 
April/May 1980 June/Oct.1980 
India / U S A 
India / U K 
India / turopa, 
India / U^ ^ 
India / Japan 
India / Australia 
India / Singapore 
India / vfeat Africa 
7 
4 
2 
2 
4 
1 
2 
2 
7 
4 
3 
2 
4 
1 
4 
2 
fi^Mltd • • • • • 
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Zndi« / if»0t Africft 
India / K«st Africa 
India / Lusaka 
India / Mauritius 
India / Ouif 
India / Dacca 
India / USA freighter 
India/Europe freighter 
2 
2 
-
2 
10 
20 
Including 4 
ex'-Trivandrum 
-
i 
4 
3 
2 
1 
2 
18 
17 
Including 7 
ox Tvm,l 
Onm 
1 C^erated by 
Watlesa of DC< 
* aircraft from 
sea board and 
cargo lux. 
(Source t Annual Report • Air India) 
Among the major routes mentioned above* they 
are offering a substantial portion of the total scheduled 
capacity to the India/USA route. The daily 747 service 
ooerated on this route* achieved a passranger load factor 
yof around 65% during 1980« 
Another iaqportant route is India/Gulf route* 
^ich continues to make the longest contribution to profits 
«iong the profit gimerating routes of the corporation oa 
the Zndia/Qulf route* the seating capacity during 1990 
increased by about 27%« 
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(C) 
Th» «ir txttffic Ml achffdulvdi «ervlc«« by Air India 
in 1980 h«T« sho%m an inereaaa of 17*6X« Tha pasawfigar *)« 
performed by the corporation also increased from S613 million* 
in 1979 t.o 6S81 million in 1980» showing an Increase of n*7K 
Seat - kms available with Air*India during 1980 showed 
an increase of 17.1% over previous year. The freight and 
mail carried by Air India is improving steadily mtirKing an 
increase of 19*1% and 14.7% over the previous year* 
In 1980# the international traffic on scheduled 
services has observed rapid expansion of passengers* Air 
India and Indian Airlines have carried 1*66 millions 
passengers in 1980 compared to 1*46 million in 1979 showing 
an increase of 14*1%* 
The annual growth rate in respoeet of (1) Available 
Tonn«^kna (ii) Tonn«»-)QRS performed and nuiiA>er of passmgers 
carried by Air India are relatively hi^«r th«i those by 
Indian Airlines* Air India also has shown greater grow^ 
rate both in respect of load capacity «Rd porfonMUieo* flio 
idetails are presented in T^le HI* 
TABU » pi I nrrERRATIONAL TRAFFIC ON SCHtDULBD SBRVICtS Vt 
IIR INDIA, 1978 to I960, 
C^raiu.oa TOar P«re«ot4HNi 
vwtlAtion 
121^ 1222 1222 I222sifi 
F«a»«iig«r earrled 
C^ OO©) ilSO l l « i 1044 17,4 
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Pa8t«ng«r Rm 
P«r£onR«S (millions) 6581 5613 5170 17.2 
Available Saat 
Km» (millions} 10464 8939 8082 17.1 
Passanger load 
factor (%) 62.9 62.8 64.0 
Freight carried 
(Thousand tonnes) 54*8 46.0 41.8 19.1 
Mall carried 
(Thousand tonnes) 3.9 3.4 2.8 14.7 
(Source t IfTDIA AIR TRANSPORT STATISTICS 1980) A ^^  
The scope of the corporation's freighter operations 
was expanded during 1979/80 witii the wet lease of a second 
aircraft, which was deployed to operate a once weekly 
Indla/t7SA service and a once weekly India/Europe terminator 
service. As against an increased capacity of 53% offered on 
the freighter services# the Increase in terms of traffic 
growjUi achieved was 43% in 1980* 
The corporation lad 41 online stati<Mis« 78 offline 
>ffices and 27 sales representations all over the world by the 
end of 1980. 
(d) LOAD FACTOR I 
the revenue passenger load factor has s'tvnm an 
Inerease in 19GK> in respect of international scheduled services 
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of hit Xiidiia* fh« pa8««n9«r load factor of Air Xfidla was 
<2,9)( in 1980 ahowing an ineraasa of 0,1% ovar 1979* But 
tha walQht load factor ahowed a dacraaalng t»«nd in 1980• 
(a) PROMOTICai OF AIR CARGO I 
Air India ia undertaking cargo sarvicea to all 
over the worlds except to aouth America, The main itema 
tranaported aa cargo are Garment8« Leather itema« Dreaa* 
Hand! crafta* snorts goods and carpets* 
In the year 1982« average tonnage carried by all 
alrcrafta from Delhi Airport per month is 3500 tonnes# out 
of which Air India along carried 500 tonnes per month, 
claiming a share of 14*29%* Air cargo contributed svibstantially 
to the corporation*a revenue* 
The average rate of cargo growth was about 15% 
a year*/Air India has played a significant cole in promoting 
. i , ^ U. xnai. « - c.rri.a «o«„- , « ,. their r « « u . 
froRi earge* The eentr&bution of air cargo to the carporation*s 
revioiiM growsB at a faster rate than that ttom passengers 
Airxlndia carries cargo to seheduled destinati<His aoid they 
also eoHM into pool agreements with other international 
carriers* Most of the items to be carried are booked through 
the transport offices* These offices directly deals with 
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hiw ImAlm for th« tc«ii«pdrt«ti<Mi of earoo# tiMii advene* 
IMiywMit of fr«i^t dhmrgm is dflRi»i4«dl frois tho party* 
Xt th« party faila to hoNowr tha agraamaat* tha 
oorporatioa can taka two aetiona (1) miiihmr tiha gooda ean 
ba auetionad or (2) thay can aua tha party* Xn tha caaa of 
auction of goods # considaration should ba gkvem to tha local 
rates and regulations in various countriaa* Monciy reeovarc»i 
by auction is paid to tha Ministry of Financa* In normal 
caaa Air India givas a 30 days credit to the ag«5t. 
Air India is operating a carqo cc»nolex at acmibay 
Airoort* During 1980, a total of 18«372 tonnes of export 
cargo and 8027 tonnes of imrsort cargo were handled by the 
complex* The revenue earned from the operation of this cexaplcac 
amounted to Rs* 162 lalcha* The total operating revenue 
earned by carrying freight I*9.B 1061*09 lakhs in 1980* Frai^t 
revenue earned par freight tonne kilometres performed vaa 
3*27 in ^ e same year* 
(f) WAXjU t 
Tha ravanua earned during 1980 on carriage of HMII.1 
was R8*S*d9 eroras as against tha revenue of Rs*S*62 «:!r^ >ra« 
during 1979 involving an increase of 4*8%* 
Tha total operating ravanaia Mimad by two aatlonal 
oarrlora WM ll««ti*242 laMia in 19i0 as againat Ha* <l*t4 | 
XtMtm la 19f*« ilieifiiig an ineraaaa of tvaiC* iteil raiaam» 
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••m«d p«r mall tonn« tllonetjra p«irfom«d «»• 3.2? in 
1980. 
(g) PROMOTXOW OP TOURISM I 
A total f^ 8 lalch foreign tourists (excluding 
nationals of pakAstlon and Banglradesh) visited India 
during 1980 registering an Increase of approximately 4#6% 
over 1979, Gross forr>lgn exchange earnings from tourism 
for the year 1980 were Ra, 482 crs» 
For the five year plan 1980-85 an outlay of 
Rs.SOcrs has been approved by t^e planning commission* 
The low growthrate In tourist traffic Is mainly on 
account of recessionary conditions prevailing in the 
/ 
/ 
tradeltlonal tourist generating markets coupled with 
increase In international and domestic air fares* 
The Air India gives special attention to 
:lon of tourism* During 1979-80, varloxts efforts 
WK/k made in this direction* The more inqjortant of these 
were# 
a) Two inportant progranmes "Destination India" -. 
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•••t India " Mid Dtt*tlii«tlo(i South Zndl«** %M>r« launcbod 
in ord«r to amiorato int«naiva m^lm att«nti(m on tourlat 
attractions in thaaa region*• 
b) A apaei|il Press Can^aign was launched to promote India 
/ 
as a vemie for international conferences* 
c) ^^unched a pmm special tour programme for India in 
Australia* This helped to reduce the cost of such tours 
by ar^ proximately 201i{» thus ma>;ing it possible to p«metrate 
a grea'^ er section of the market. 
d) Various presentations were made both abroad and in 
India to toxir operators and agents to promote India, 
•} A tour for agents from Italy was arranqed in June 
1900 and itinerary included important places of tourist 
interest and places where there is potential for tourist 
traffic* 
f) A groi;^  of Australian Travel Agcmts was invited to 
a r«Riliarisation tour to the Oarhwal Himalayas and this 
was organised with tha Diqpt* of Tourism* 6arh%ml Vikas 
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Mandal and five leading Tavel Aci«nts of India, 
h) FARE/RM'E INCREASES * 
In %he year 1979/80, moat of the Increases in 
fares and rates were related to the massive increases in 
oil prices linr>os<%d by OPEC from time to time. In response 
to these increases In fuel prices, lATA carriers agreed to 
increase passenger fares and freight rati=^ s to recoup pert 
of the increased costs for intended effcjctlvcness from 
1st May, 1979, 1st September, 1979, 1st January 1980 and 
1st April 1980# These increases were implffiaented in a 
number of coiantries as intended, but in a nutnber of countries, 
implementation was delayed due to delayed governmental 
approval pr not implemented due to government disapproaval• 
tum of the four fuel related fare/rate increases 
was as \mderi 
First fuel increase 
2. Second fuel increase 
3. Third fuel increase 
4« Pour^ fuel increase 
Pare increase 
7% for both passenger and cargo* 
9-13*i for paaaeng^r 7-12% for 
cargo, 
3 - 5 % for both. 
6 «• 12% for passenger fares and 
9*12% for oargo rates* 
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for tratiiportatlon from Zndiaf ^ e third and fourth 
fu«i related liicr<»as^ 8 in passenger fares were not imple-
mented for transportation in XATA Area 3. ( this area 
extends from Pakistan to Japan in the East and to Australia 
and New-Zealand in the South)• Similarly the fourth fuel 
related increase in the cargo rate was not in^leraented for 
the lATA Arpa 3. Xt was also not impleroented in respect of 
bilaterally aqreed excursion far'-'S between India and Europe. 
(i) Peraonnffls of Air India s 
As on 31st March 1080, the Corporation had on its 
pay-roll, a total staff of 15#3S0 as aqainst 14,235 on 
31st Marcel979, Showing an increase of 7«8X. The details 
of staff divided amongst the various departments are shown 
in the Table - XV 
- JSL Staff Strength in Air India 
OeDartinent IWOIA ABROAD TOfMI* 
1980 1979 1980 1979 1960 1979 
• I l l I II iiiijii 
Operation* 
Bii9to««ring 
eivii norks 
660 
29S3 
its 
6S1 
3668 
160 
96 
lOS 
• 
98 
119 
• 
755 
3058 
175 
749 
2789 
160 
• • • « 
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Stor«0 ttPurehas«s 
Traffic Ct Salas 
670 
2819 
Inflight 8ervleea21S8 
Surface Transport 
Finance & Account 
Personnel 
Staff welfare 
Security 
Mgt, Services 
Corpmunlcatlons 
Administration 
224 
601 
198 
285 
les 
194 
272 
1586 
637 
280S 
1802 
19S 
759 
175 
268 
173 
191 
251 
1229 
49 
1538 
68 
46 
185 
-
-
5 
-
66 
33 
S3 
1620 
S9 
46 
202 
-
-
4 
-
66 
14 
719 
4357 
2226 
270 
986 
198 
285 
170 
194 
388 
1619 
690 
4425 
1861 
241 
961 
175 
268 
177 
191 
307 
1243 
Total 13160 11954 2190 2281 15350 14235 
(Annula Report A.l. 1980) 
(J) FINAHCIAL RESULTS OP AIR IHOIA J 
The financial performance of the corporation 
during the year 1979/80 was considerably worse than what 
had beenanticipated. The orginal estimates for the year 
were a profit of Rs.289 million as against which there has 
been a nist loss of Rs,lS0.9 million. The rt^ versal of the 
position involving a steep decline in profitability to 
thp pKtend of Rs. 439,9 pillion was mainly due to an 
unprecedented rise in thm price of fuel con^ pounded by 
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frcquwit Industrial uiir«st and disruption in servieea du« 
to tho fir* at santa Croz Airport in Smptsaher 1979. The 
daeiina in capacity offered and also due to drop in 747 
load factors. 
The following coinparison of the fuel prices at 
the beginning and at the end of the year 1980. Would 
indicate the extc^ nt to which the fuel costs have skyrocketed 
resulting in an appalling increase in the operating costs. 
As on As on Increase over 
1.4.1979 31.3.1980 1.4.1979 
Average price US per US Gallon % 
India 78.70 145.23 84.5 
Abroad 63.52 120.21 89.2 
System Average 68.48 129.20 88.6 
/ 
AlthouOn increases in fares/rates were inplamented 
following fuelypriee increases* they were not matched equally* 
since the ZA1RA Machinery moved very slowly and very uncert-
ainly in this ntatter. Addionally* some Oovemment disai^roved 
to slMdi iaplementation or iqpproved after a long time, Ihe 
result was that fuel related increases were in the first 
u 
inBtwaem, not 4k!«q[uately ocN^psnsatorjr and ••oondly I«9g«d 
bdhliid bjr sAveral month* thus leaving a large tmreeoupad 
gap. 
The operating revalue earned hy Air India Ra,3487 
million In 1979 has Increased to RB*3974 million In 1980 
showing an Increase of 14%, But the operating expenses have 
Increased from Rs.3087 million In 1979 to Rs.4015 million 
In 1980 showing an Increase o£ 30«1%« The net loss In 1980 
was 41 million Air India which has been showing profit since 
1«4»'75 has shown loss in I960. 
Table « V I Presents the detailed Information on the 
financial aspects of the corporation. 
Table V t Financial results of Air India during 1971 to 1980. 
( R«« In million) 
Year (^•rating 
Revmiue 
Operating 
Bxpwnses 
Operating 
Profit •*• LoM 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
i f f f " 
i97« 
lf77 
7iC.l 
7es,« 
ioiO«8 
/ 1241 .4 
i>SS«8 
197««9 
2722,7 
670.3 
777.8 
9M.4 
12U.4 
1392.0 
i807«7 
2409.3 
•*> 4S.8 
• 7.8 
> 54.4 
• 45.0 
- 36.2 
• •9,2 
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19t« 904S.9 2706«S * 34««4 
1979 3486*7 3086.9 4 399«6 
1980 3973.7 4014.7 • 41.0 
(Source I A T C 1980 ) 
The corporation did not receive any additional 
capital nxfdt. during 1980. the total capital of the corporation as 
on 31st March 1980 remains at Rs.668.20 million divided 
equally between equity and loan. 
The net foreign exchange eamedjiSsaved by Air India 
duringthe year 1979/80 computed on the basis of formula 
approved by Government was Rs. 593.60 million. 
j^sm (k) 9RQU^q?y^fApfffcttfg t 
OvoiBid ssrviess Oepartmsnt handled a total 
of 2i#fi2 f i i ^ t s s t Bombay* Delhi* Calcutta* Madras and 
Jjioluding 17# 108 flights of foreign carriers and 
•amod • gross rsfvenuo of Rs. 147.1 million nainly on aeooont 
of h«adIiA9 focolgn earriors* 
HM eentHtoittioa of rev«R«io hf tiio passongor was 
«iMiit ii«S p«iso p«r gup— oi^ BOd in 1980* l!hm freight and 
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•xe«ss baggage claimed a share of 22 paisa and mail l.S 
paiaa par rupaa* The rest was earned by ,. way of charter 
operations, incidental revenue and interest and oth*>r 
credits* 
In the expenditure side, the major share was incurred 
on the aircraft fuel and oil, which comes to 31,5 paise on a 
rupee in 1980, Employees t^ aqes and benefits clained a 
considerable portion, atxaut 19,2 paise on each rupee spent-
The detailed infirmation are shown in the figure A, 
The dismaying trend In the financial front continued 
in the year 1980-81• In that year the corporation suffered a 
net loss of 2130 lakhs* But the corporation staged a c«ne 
back in 1982, showing a net profit of 1036 lakhs. Revenue 
passengers cat-ried during 1981*82 has shown an Increase of 
about lS.89(/from 14,17817 in 1980-81 to 16,41774. Air India 
carried 71^ 497 tonnes of cargo in 1981*82 as against 60648 
tonnes in the same period of the previous year, an increase 
of about 17.dX.Operating statistics of Air India during 
1977 to 1962 are shown in the Tabi« VX« 
FIGURE « A 
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22 False Frmght and Encess Saggage 
1 S PalM Mail 
66 3 Paite Paasvngar 
3 5 Palw Chartsfg and Reeovery (rom 
AICL and Indian Airlines 
— 5 S Palee Incldenlal Ravenue 
t 2 Palse intarest & Other Credits 
•XMMMTUIW 
19 2 Pa«ie fcfriptovaw Wages 
& Banelils 
2 9 P*»« Interest oo Loan 
0 6 Paise Interest On Loan 
Capital 
0 <• Paise Admslirieni leiahng 
to orsvious yaar 
I 3 Paiea insurance -
6 t Palse Depreciation & 
Obsolescence 
6 1 P a ^ Passenger & Cargo Services 
0 e Palse Surfaae Transport 
0 6 Paise Oaneral Administration 
•it 5 Paise AiraradFuel4 Oil 
- 9 Paise Other Operational Expenses 
5 Paise Aircraft Materials & 
Outside repairs 
0 9 Patse Other Engineering Expenses 
8 t Paise Booking Agency Commission 
e 2 Paise Otfier TralMc & Sates Expenses 
/ a 
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Tabltt « VI I QpTatina S t a t i s t i c s 
1981-82 1980-81 1979-80 1978-79 1977-78 
(derat ing Revtsnue 608.35 
(Rs. in crorcs) 
Op«r«tingf Expanses 573,83 
(Rs» in crores) 
Net Profit / ( l>?ss) ( in Lakhs) 1036 
505.07 397,37 348.67 305.49 
504.74 401.47 308.70 270.85 
(2130) (1509) (3409) (2845 
Revenue Passeincrers 1641,774 1417*817 1180,000 1225,908 1043,159 
carried 
Cargo (Tonnes) 
Available 1?onne 
Kilometres(million) 
71497 60648 52732 47182 45313 
1730.395 1623.402 1388.009 1269.697 1165.732 
kilometres(millions)1091.469 980.081 819.046 788,76 730.594 
Revenue hours 59584 
flovn 
Aircraft Utilisa-
tion Revenue l^s 3117 
Annum / 
57199 
2986 
5501Q 
3096 
55403 
3485 
55151 
3700 
(Source I ?*agic Carpet Oct. 1982) 
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CHWyiR • VII 
RgVXEW AMD RBCOMMBHDATIOWS 
Transport !• an importuuit input in th« dvr«lo|?«wnt 
of a country at any tlma* It ia mora laqportant today %ihan 
thera is a shortage In the transport sactor with bottXa 
nadas in the system affecting the overall economy of the 
country. 
Transport probl^ns are the product of a unli|ua set 
of physical« historical and other factors within a dynamic^ 
political and social enviooi»nent« The interaction betweim 
climate and topography and cost of transioort services are 
critical in the choice transport is neither tradable nor 
can it be scarce. It is an industry which can never satisfy 
all customers* Demand often exceeds sspply particularly in 
peak, periods. 
Air transpor:t in India has very much expanded in 
/ 
recent years with^e result i^at it has helped in the 
development of national econonqr and international air travel 
to this country, India occupies an important geographical 
place as «unsult of which there are major air routes the 
world located across Indian air space consequently air 
transport has developed in recent years* resulting in increase 
in trade «i^ comsierce and tourist traffic to tiiis eotmtry* 
flic cconontie analysis of air transport freight* cargo and 
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eranoditl«s and pas«cng«r gro%rth ratftt wnablc* ut to shap« 
our p«rflp«ctlv(» planning* prides and decision makinq In txad« and 
coonomie matters in the country* Th« analysis of aircraft and 
aircraft operations det<»rmine the trend in air transport 
development and aconomic progress of country* ttie revenue 
earned by the national carrierst Air India and Indian Airlines 
are a good index of the Increase of air transr>ort activities* 
in the country* 
The numb'^ r of passencrers carried by Air India from 
1971 to 1980 have Increased by 21454 with a annual Increase 
of 21*4%* The cargo carrlp»d has Increased by 220% with the 
average of 22% per annum* The available seat Icllometprs between 
1971 and 1980 have lncr«»ased by 155%* The passencrer load factor 
%Ailch was 48,7 In 1971 has increased to 62*7 In 1980* Similarly 
the wleght load factor also Increased which was 50,5 In 1971 
to 63*3 in 1980* Ihe revenue earned has increased from Rs* 
720 million In 1970-^1 to Rs, 3970 million in 1979-80 increasing 
five and half time^ nearly in ten years* 
In e«s«yof Indian Airlines betweim 1971 to 1980 the 
number of passengers carried have Increased by 1449( or(14,49( 
annually)#^e pass«nger kilometers performed have inereeased 
by 15S %0 the r«v«nue earned by Indian Airlines In 1970»71 
was Rs* 4*45 million which has Increased to Rs*20S0 million 
SI 
in lt79'-80> vitti an ineriM** of flv« tim«it nMirly* 
tti« eoneopt of profitability is a since qua ncm 
of any rnif^rprtmrn and partietUUirXy so in tha oasa of sudh a 
hi^ly capital intansiva and tachnically compatitiva industry 
like the air transport industry* As such« it would of 
necessity^ require cooperative and concerted effort of mach 
segment of the enterpirse for a suceessful* s^conomically viable 
operation* This is particularly so as the Industry is going 
through multiple problems of increassing fuel prices and 
decreasing availability, grtjwing pay roll burd«i and rampant 
inflation resulting in a recession and a fall in demand, 
VII,1 ACCIOENTS IN INDIA I 
•The saving of time in travel constitutes the basic 
rationale of air travel. The most permanent form of saving 
time is so-fer air travel. Given particular air craft« pilot 
proficiency and ground infra structure determine such air 
safett* 
During the period from 1st January 1977 to 3ist 
Oacesdser /1977« eighteen noticable accidents occured in* 
India involving ei^iteen Indian Registered aircrafts one 
of itihe aecidents proved fatal resulting in the doath of S 
OKwera of the crew and 5 passengers* Otit of 18 aecidents# 
tlMi eivii Aviation Department has conqpleted investigations 
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on i •eeid«nt«* A part from this investigation in 161 
pr»eatitionary landings, 10 forced landings, 12 airraiss 
ineidants and 287 minor accidents/incadents wara investigated 
during that period. During the period 1<»4*1960 to 31-12-1980, 
a total number of ten Indian Registered airerafts %rere 
involved In notifiable accidents* Pour of the accidents 
proved fatal resulting in the death of 3 crew roeiBbers, t%fO 
passengers and one person on the ground. 
These figures point towards the grave problem 
unsafety in air travel* To malce the situation worse, the 
Airerafts rules of 1937 were deliberately amended in 1980 
to execlude the military pilots who nreviously formed the 
bulks of the recruits of Air India* In relying upon the 
poorly trained pilots of the flying clubs, Indian Airlines 
recruits pilots of a lower basic training than any con^arable 
airline, throughout the world* There are even doubts over 
the ground based radio and radar aid facilities at major 
airocrts in the country* This only reflects the ttfficial 
indifference towards one of the vital aspects of civil 
aviation, namely safety* 
VIZ*2 CARGO TRANSPORTATION t 
Air freight has become increasingly inportant not emly 
in the overall operation of the world's airline but al*o a 
factor in international eonvnerce* Xt has added a new dimension 
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to thm world** transport systMi, of faring an lndlap«iaabla 
••rviea to tha ahlppara and conaignaat throu^out tha world. 
Whila tha majority of conalgnniMita currwntly baing 
moved can b« accommodated in tha cargo holda of tha paaaengar 
alrcrafta* all-cargo aircraft* handle the larger and 
heavier loads. Increasing nimber of scheduled air crago 
services are being operated* in addition to •conibi* services 
in which part of the upper deck normally used for passengers 
are also utilised for carrying cargo on routes where traffic 
volume demand such mixed configuration. They cater particularly 
to the bulky and specialised shiTsments. 
According to the lATA year end review of the 1980 
results of the world airline industry, freight and mail 
traffic grew by 5% and 6X respectively, while passenger traffic 
stagnat<»d diiring the year, giving an overall traffic increaso 
of 2% the worst result since 197S. 
Air f reigttt business had done comparatively better 
in the two preceeding years, in 1976 and 1979. Scheduled 
freight traffic (dMiestic and international) increase at 
a satisfactory rate of approximately IQ%» in 1976 , while 
the increase in 1979 was €%, one percent more than that of 
I960* But these are world averages (of XATA carriers only) 
the growth of cargo traffic particularly in the deteloping 
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oouiitri«a in g«>«r«l has bawi batter* 
Tha ravanua darlvad from air aargo ia a significantly 
incraasiag part of many airlinas total ravMiuai for a ninibar of 
airlines it is reaching the range of 1S9(*30X or ev«»n more* 
For Instance, qantas which offers one of the lowest 
fare structure for its long • haul passenger services derives 
alrnost 15% of its world wide revenue from cargo and expects 
it to continue to rise as a proportion of its total revenue. 
Air-India which ranked fifth among the top ten, recorded an 
increase of 9,5% only* It may be interested to note that; of 
the threi* other airlines ranking second, third and fourth, while 
the total capacity of Saudia was substantially more than A-1, 
PIA's was marginally above and IEAl*s well below that of 
Indian career* (See table) 
TABLE 1 
Saudia 
Pirn 
Air India 
CZAZ 
ZA 
PERFORMANCE DURING 197S 
Capacity 
(At KHi Hdl) 
239« 
(4>44*)K) 
1328 
(• 7*5%) 
Ills 
(*B*mt) 
iisa 
(•ao*s) 
M l 
(•7.ff|l) 
lltilisation 
(IRT km mil) 
931 
(•24*2%) 
€1% 
(* 8«8X) 
tn 
(44*4X) 
7t0 
(•21t«f() 
407 
(•t.tK) 
\ 
Pax 
«2*S % 
(«6.29( ) 
CO.M 
(61.1% ) 
(2*8% 
•3*3%) 
•9.7% 
(e8*7) 
7t,8K 
(71 10 
Load factor 
overall 
38.9% 
(4S*3%) 
50,8% 
(50*2 ) 
<0*2% 
•1*8% 
87.7% 
(87.3X) 
70,IK 
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If th« ov«r«lX load factors of the fivo leading airllnaa in 
India and tha naighbouring eoimtriaa are takan into conaidaz^tion* 
Indian Airlinas haa dona tha best with a load faetora of 
70*IX (>1,2%) whila A-I*s load factor <1eclined from 6l»€% 
to 60•2%. 
In conqparl8on# Indian Alrlinea increased its capacity 
by 1^9% in 1979* «#hile its RT km Increased by 9«8X# leading to 
an appreciable increased both in passenger and overall load 
faetora* Air^India on the other hand increased its capacity 
by 8,8X in 1979 but its RT km increased by 6.4% only and 
hence the fall in both passenaer and overall load faetora* 
The increase in freight tonne km performed in 1979 
was th9 lowest in India* at 4X« and the highest in Singapore 
at 40X» Yet because of the vital role air cargo is expected 
to play in ly^ dian export trade* for which there is a greater 
potential* the capacity in India should have been much mora. 
Bombay Airport alone handled 689S0 tonnes (4>15«1%} of inter • 
national cargo in 1980 and since about S0% of the total intev» 
national cargo to and from India is handled at this main 
gateway of India* Air»India# having carried a total of S8*098 
tonnes of cargo in 1980* could not hava secured a shara 
mora than 49K of total business* whereas in many eowitrias tha 
intaanational carriers gat a larger chwik of tha business* 
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To givtt an •xampla how the other carriers ara doing 
In Xndla, it may be loentioned that 8«iidia« the flag earriar 
of Saudia Arabia* which operates a daily triatar Boeing 
747 service from Bombay carried during the first ten months i^*^*^  
of freight* an increase of 60% over 1979* 
Inspite of the fact that* because of wc»ll* organised 
roadway and railway system in the country which offers 
convenient time tables for the shipment of freight within 
India* Indian Mrlines carried quit'" a substantial quantity 
of cargo on its services in 1979* an increase of 12.1% over the 
previous year* con^ Jared to an increase of 9,5% ,:of Air-India 
VII,3 SXPORT t 
A little kno%m fact in our country is the increasing 
role of air transport in the realm of India's foreign trade* 
particularly exports* 
During the year 1978-»79* the value of airbom saeports 
of India was 39,1% of the total exports. In the saiRe year the 
value of iiq^rts by air was 12«1%« In absolute terms* exports by 
air accounted for Rs«1548 crs out of a total of R8.S692 ers 
and is«H>rts Rs«8a€7 crs out of a totalof Rs•117764 crs* 
Mot only are perishable eomsiodities and gesis and 
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J«fiMll«ri«» ar« nov«d by air, fcwt a larga variaty of goods 
BMCh aa# ready mada garments, leather goods, brass ware items, 
books and nagfsines, machine tools, automobiles live animals etc. 
are also being exported by air. This *€ course Is a logical 
answer to the basic transport needs such as minimising 
trasfer and haniiing points en route, maximisino the value added 
minimising a capital costs by reducing inventories to the 
minimum and minimiaing insurance, packaging and damage costs. 
The Santa Crua Airport, Bombay has been the best in handlin< 
air cargo in terms of value of both exports and imports. 
Its share in exports is nearly 60% and 83% in in^ iorts. Next 
in terms of performance is Delhi followed by liladras and 
Calcutta. Hov«!ver in rsapect of imports, the Madras AirpArt 
la second only to Bombay, follwed by Delhi amd Calcutta. 
There is obviously a growing connltment by Indian ^  
export Import trade to use air transport provided the rates 
are economical. 3ut there seems considerable reluctance, 
specially «nt the part of national carriers to expand capacity at 
the existing rate levels which in the view of carriers are not 
profitable. At thesame time, it is not denied thatthere are 
also peaks and Midlrs In air cargo movwnents resulting In 
serious imbalances. As a result, the shipper is not always 
certain of getting cargo space, and cannot expand export by air 
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on « rmqiilmr basis* 
VZX«4 IJBW 88T W t 
A seemingly casual remark made by Air ^ i«f Marshal 
P«C«I«al soon after becoming the joint chairman of the two 
national carriers# Indian Airlines and Air-Indiat seems to 
have greater relevance now than then. Speaking of the aviation 
industry he said "we live from crisis to crisis"* That was 
nearly three years ago but one should imagine that he would 
say much the same today with the only difference that the 
crisis now relates more to the two airlines less to the 
aviation industry in general. 
The proposal to have a cotiRion chairman for the two 
airlines had been in the air for long and at one stage there 
ware strong rumours that the Govemaent would go in for a 
holding company type of organisational structure* the overriding 
eonsideraticHi was that in future the two airlines lAiould serve 
the larger national interest* 
A variety of factors, how«ver# worked against sudh 
an approach and hence the proposal wa.^i kept in suspended 
aninuiti^ A* It was left to the first Janaldta Government to take 
the plunge* tn retrospect it appears that the yjlunge was taken 
without proper preparation and in a mannar that led to avoidable 
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To bttgin with i t would liav* be«n cnnly fair and 
diwrwit i f t^« Qofv&nmmnii had broitfjtit ab<^ t^ ^ « orgwaisfttional. 
changes with batter finasaa. Tha uncaramonioua ramoirai of 
Mr* J.R.D* Tata from tha c^taixmanship of Air->Xndia foul ad 
up the atmosphere* 
What is of relevance here is the manner in v^ich 
the top manaQ«^ m«nts of the two airlines reacted to tha 
aopointiaent of a full time chairman* To some extwit their 
opposition was to be expected as for nearly two decades 
they had been functioning separately* siealously guarding their 
independent identity* It was only natural if in the anpointmwit 
of a joint chairman they saw a certein erosion of their 
powers* prlvilages and autonony* 
Betwe«i the two airlines* it was and still is* the 
domestic carrier that needed sane timing xxp, particularly in 
the operational level* 
The guestion often asked by many is ^ y the joint 
chairman preferred to be « silimt spectator to the stmidty 
deterioration inthe dcmestic carrier* The answer in retrospeet* 
seems obvious* His involv«RMmt was pre»empted by the 
compromise focnula under ^AiiiOi the chief «cecutiv«a had been 
9iir«i mtchmivm potM»r« to dmml with the day»to«d[«y aibiiiRistratifMi 
of th«ir ov^aaisatlon* Xf th« o£fie« of th« joint eh%ii-iiuui 
!• to b« «£f«ctlv«« th«n it should hmm tSx* pcmsiem to iasvw 
directions to thm ehiof oxoeutiiros on matters that it fsols 
important. One« th« coneti^ t of Joint chaixman is acc<»pt«dl# 
it is his responsibility to s«« that the two airlines fulfil 
the roles expected of them* What added to the confusion was 
the Oov«mm«it'8 decision to have two separate boards for 
the airlines*. Having decided on a joint chairman, the next 
logical step should have b*»«n to have a common board for both 
comoratlons. This should have had two clear advantacres. 
(1) the task of brlnlnq about grea*:er coordination would have 
bean much «asier as on® board would lay down p6licies for 
both, thereby rernoving areas of conflict and (2) a common 
board whould be quid<»d by broader vision and hence there 
wou*d be greater identity in policies and procedures, At 
present no such ccwmaon appro^ ^^ h could be possible »a t^e tuo 
airlines have different boards. 
But with the appointment of Mr* Ra^u Raj as the new 
Chaizman and ^ :anagin9 Director of AirvZndis, the pres«rit 
<3ovemment may well have completed its first task of r««orgaiii« 
sing the top management in the nationalised air transport 
industry* Earlier, Mr* A«H* IMtte from his retirement handed 
over the job of running the domestic carrier* What these 
tiftiMigMi indicate is a certain administrative «cbitrarifiMNi# 
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uliieh tuo «irliii«s vihich ar« on th« thrttihold of iiuijor 
•xpanslOB and growth* Considering tho challttngas d'vil 
aviation la faced with, tha danaity of the two airllnaa ouQ^t 
to hava hf^mn left in the handa of peopie who have the 
required knowledge and experience of tricky business of air 
transport industry. 
o 
The top management of A»2 at present is totally devid^  . 
of any technical expertise. All these nosts are held by pe<^l« 
from finance and marketing. Thf»r« la certainly need to Induct 
some talent at top level, not only in view of the massive 
expanalonf but alao in the context of che disorder in the 
engineering and operational <*part»t?ents# of the airline. This 
task can be made easier, if the Gov<=?mment olaces the board 
of the airline with people having Intimate knowledge of 
aviation. At no time was the ci>s» for a joint board vdth 
knowledgeable pacple for hCzh th*? airlines mrre strong than 
It is now. >5uch of the damage done by throwing out the joint 
chaimuui oxperimant later can be rectified toy going for a 
ccMRbined board. In fact, it is inescapable if greater 
coordination between the two airlines and better utilisation 
of national resources are to be achisfVed. 
Airline ooMiosdos dapand v^ on airlino offoeiaiiey* 
Tho iMsiG factors detemining airline eff*el«n«ry aroi 
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eomMireial and political judgsmant aeenemi^  in fual ecmaunption* 
pxopar handling of pmaaoaget* and maxii^uMtion of load factors 
iudgiuatiant of markets and relationships with staff# uni<»i# 
manufacturers* uiinisters and press* 
The credentials of many of the mendt>era of the Boards* 
of managem«nt of A,X and XA may not stand much detailed 
scrutiny. The result of which is that* no proper form of 
conmiercial judgement or market research is possible tander 
such a dispensation since routes and stop overs are often 
determined on other than conmercial considerations. Air^ 
India has suffered badly In this ar^a. 
Other than public servants of various categories the 
clientele of Air-India generally have an option to travel by 
other carriers* iDiis particularly explains AX*s financial troubles* 
On certain sectors AX probably compares tefavourably with 
competition Japan Airlines* Thai Airways and Singapore Airlines* 
whether in service courteous att«)tion or fares* It has been 
i^ pparent for years that AX should have r«noittieed its adherence 
to the rateof ixing machinery of the international Air Transport 
Association or* even better withdrawn from XATA the better 
to confront its more agressive* oompetMitly rxm eosipetitors* 
Althoufilh somewhat late* Indian Airlines plans to 
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«aiMiiiB« «h« poMibillty of Immr group «nd family far«s vill 
IMI waloomad* Ho%raver« th« half fares for school going 
children hav« been henaned in l>f too many iii|>raetieable 
linitatlons* Zt is irrational to grant air fare concession 
to serving military personnel and to deny these to retired 
personnel less able to bear even the lower cost. Indian 
Airline could also socamine the possibility of lower stand by 
fares on certain sectors where the load factor is law but 
the services must exist on s^io-eeonoroic grotmds* Zt 
should not be beyond airline cojrpetence to frustrate any 
collusion betv{««a passenger and airXln^ staff which is to 
the financial detriment of the airline, 
whether Air»Indla or Indian Airlines, their economies 
of flying are unsoxmd. Air India itself has demarcate the 
boundaries of its own expansion and inay be expected to fall 
further down in tne league of intemationiii carriers* Indian 
Airlines if it plays its cards well, will move steadily vsp 
the %jorld league of domestic carriers* 
the nuade»er of passengers carried by 146 airlines of 
ZCAO contracting states in 1980 were 747 millions cos|>ared 
to 7S5 millions in 1979, showing a decrease of l.M.Ottring 
1980 these airlines carried a total of about 130*99 billion 
tonne»)cil(»Mters of combined passenger, freight and mail traffic* 
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Oondldarlng the iMin traffic cooipoiiflnt* iii<lividttally# 
it appaars from tha data avallabla for 1980# tha number of 
paaaangar leiloniatras roaa by 2A%» tha aaat kilonatraa 
avallabla hava Increaaad by 6«8K to 1716 billion* Tha load 
factor has dacreasad from66 in 1979 to 63 in 1980. 
Tonna kllcnnatres available hava Increased from 212 
billion in 1979 to 228 billion in 1980 showing an increase of 
6»3%* The weight load factor haa sho^ wn a decrease from 80S in 
1979 to S8X In 1980• 
The number of passengers carried in 1980 by Air 
India and Indian Airlines M&S ten per thousand of the world 
total* The passenger carried by national airlines were 6*6 
million in 1980 of world total of 747*4 millions* The passenger 
kilometres performed was 1% of world total* 
Similarly* freight and mail tonne kilcmietres ware 
13 and 10 per thousand respectively* However* the average 
InpaKTvement during 1980 over 1979 in the nxmiber of passenger 
kilometres performed by national airlines was about 10% as 
against S% of the «iorld* 
The con«>aratlve better perform«me« by the natimial 
airlines and the world during 1980 Is reflected by the total 
tomie^kiloswtres performed whi^ has shown Indian growth rate 
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i2NI agBljist 49t of th« world* tho capacity of Zndiwi carriora a« 
moaaurod by tha tenna klXonatraa waa eoaparabla with tha 
%#orld during 19ao« Uindoubtadly thera haa baan batter utlli* 
xation of capacity by Indian ational carriara aa ahown 
by hi^har load factor for India aa comparad to thosa in thaa 
world* The averaga joumay diatanca p»r paaamngeir kilcHnatra 
has increaaed in 1980 ovar 1979 by 9% coraparad to the world 
w^ich haa Incraased by €%» The weight load factor for India 
waa 61 conpared to world which wea 58, 
Be 
VXX.7 fntSRAL RBCOMMPIPATIQIIS • 
* India** Xntttmatiofial air transport c^arationa ara 
controllad largaly by bl*lataral traatiaa* fhvm tha futura 
growth dfl|>and8 to a oonaidarabla axtant on avwit and davalopmanta 
in the rast of tha world as wall as on India's ability and 
villignaas to provlda the resources and particularly tha forai^ fk 
exchange required for fleet operatione. 
• Continued growth of civil aviation in our country 
inour coimtry will, in addition to other factors* be influenced 
by the safety and realibility record of its operaticms* Tha 
principal factors which contribute to ards this objective arei 
a) air worthiness and realibility of the aircraft OTiployed. 
b) excellence of the maintenance and overhaul standards* 
c) provision of uip-to^ate air traffic and airport sarvioas 
including conmunieation, navigation approach and landing 
aids* 
d) proficaincy of the aircraft flying crew* 
•) R & D activities to keep pace with tachnological davelopmant* 
It remains as a fact that even our major four that 
•van our major four international airports have bean devoid of 
foot proof landing aids*, threatening the safaty of air travel* 
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M«asur«t should b* ta)c«n to instai l«to»t oquipmants and an^loy 
adoquata and coepatant parsonnala to oparata it* 
* Tha aucass of tha air transport ayatam in our country 
lies not only in the specific service it renders hat more in 
the \inifying and integrating influence it exercises \3p on the 
econcHny* enhancing new stimiHi for economic activity and 
bringing wide spread regions of our co\mtry closer to one another 
Geographical distribution of our population cemtres makes it 
imperative tliat fast means of cc«nnraunica*:ion, as provided by 
air transport* should be contineously-^developed and expanded* 
* Ho effective agency exists for coordinating the 
activities of the t'wo airlines* Often tlie two boards of the 
corporations take opposite stands on similar issues resulting 
in various disparities* unfortunately* the common men^ >er8» 
IAK> are few* in the two boards could do much to correct these 
lilQ^ berations* A common planning departiMnit would have given short 
shrift to manifestly false reasoning of this calibre* 
* Squally ridiculous is the official policy of filling 
the two boards %fith people who have not even the remotest idea 
about air transport industry* They patronige some powuetvX 
politieal leaders or they represent some ve«t«d interests* This 
has been a tragedy id.th ^idh the two airlines have been livinv 
trith all these years* 
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* Uncertain ministers and perhaps dsmorlllsed eliril 
servants have oonslstantly £ail«d to provide that degree 
of political guidance that ©vean the best of organisations 
sometimes needs* Worse« the airlines may have been) used as 
vehicles of personal aims and fancies* There should be given 
complete freedom to the managements of the two airlines* 
* The economic benefits to our cotmtry by civil air 
transportation and the related industries in terras of foreighi 
exchange earnings and international trade have been sxibstantial^ 
The contribution of this sector to the Indian economy is of 
vital nature and therefore taust be promoted i^nd developed 
in our wider national interest* 
* The national airlines have been unable to obtained 
land for building their joint reservations offices in Delhi* Tfhm 
dispersal of offices in Delhi is expensive in time* effeei«fiey# 
transport and frayed nerves* for clients of various diseriptiORS« 
Bombay and Madras have shown the way. Again with rising fuel 
prices* it is sound national economies for as many passengers 
as possible to travel fron aixport to city centres in eollective 
transport* 
* The two airlines will have resisted the eemoept of 
their Joint participation In the espitalisetion and running 
of VnyuAoot* the third lovol eorriors ourrontly operating in 
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Itorth*Sast* the airline could have shown better performance 
If two reaignationa were effected* Hie QovenuMmt'a argfinanta 
that only the corportation or any subordinate coiic>any 
(e9« Vayudoot) could operate auch services does some injustice 
to the far»8i^t^ framers of the 1953 Act* Para 18(e) of 
this Act permits any body to operate servicea not provided 
the two corporations* if the central Government permits* It 
is still not too late of Vayudoot to be taken charge of by 
agencies that will run it as austere* nofrills operations* 
* We have in I^ d^ia today the necessary expertise and 
technology to design and produce SDI aircraft which will not 
only fulfil the needs of the non-scheduled operations* but 
also meet the reqxiirements of state Govemmcmt the requirements 
of state Governments and industrial houses for personal 
transportation. Our industry could well take vp the initiative 
in this regard and develop suitable designs without waiting 
for or^ iers from customers* 
* In the case of dOTMstie operaticms* the growth of 
traffic as represented by passmiger kilometres flown has 
risen annually at a tremendous rate* with rising standard 
of living and an imnense potential dcMiestic market* with 
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distances b«tw««n nwjor esntres id««lly suitad to air 
tr«v«i and an aeithoaiaaticaliy air ndndad population* 
futura growth prospacta ara bri^t indaad* 
* Furtharmore* as in othar forms of transport* tha 
vast majority of travallers will want to travel as cheaply 
as possible rather than as fast as possible* The %iorlds 
airlines have vsp to now attenpted to combine in a single 
vehicle the largely incowplitible requirements of luxury, speed 
and economy* The sooner realistic thinking is done on, 
particularly in the direction of satisfying the vast 
untapped demand for cheap air travel, the sooner will 
the air transport industry reach its full stature and fulfil 
its historic mission* 
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